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USM's L/ A College presents: Love Makes a Family 
Jonathan, Robert and Family. Photo by Gigi Kaeser 
Toe University of Southern 
Maine's Lewiston-Auburn College 
will be presenting the highly ac-
claimed photo/text exhibition "Love 
Makes A Family: Living in Lesbian 
and Gay Families" in the hall gallery 
beginning Dec. 5 and continuing 
through Jan. 2. Toe college will host 
a reception Sunday, Dec. 7, from 2-
4 p. m. 
Since 1995, the exhibit has 
toured nationally appearing in 
churches, synagogues, community 
centers, museums, public and private 
schools, colleges, and public librar-
ies. Earl H. Jones, Director of the 
National Education Association, has 
praised ''Love Makes A Family" as 
"an excellent way to put faces on 
people we often degrade because 
they are different. By showing them 
as people you remove ~hem from the 
category of 'anonymous abstrac-
tions' and cause us to begin dealing 
with them as the real people they are. 
As we work to create awareness and 
understanding of those who are dif-
ferent, we value efforts... to bring 
harmony to an often discordant real-
ity." 
. The exhibit consists of portraits 
of 20 families of diverse racial and 
economic backgrounds with lesbian 
or gay members -grandparents, par-
ents, and youth- taken by Amherst, 
Mass., photographer Gigi Kaeser. 
The photographs are accompanied by 
text edited from interviews with fam-
ily members that were conducted by 
writers Peggy Gillespie and Pam 
Brown. Together, the words and im-
ages in "Love Makes A Family" show 
in a visible and positive way, the ex-
istence, love, and power of these 
families. 
At the December 7 reception, 
representatives of the Lewiston chap-
ter of Parents and Friends of Lesbi-
ans and Gays (PFLAG), the 
Androscoggin County branch of 
Maine Speak Out Project, and 
OUTRJGHT!/Lewiston-Auburn, 
will talk about the work they do. The 
exhibit's presentation is sponsored by 
USM's Lewiston-Auburn College 
with volunteers from the AIDS Coa-
lition of Lewiston-Auburn, PFLAG, 
and Maine Speak Out Project. 
"Love Makes a Family" was 
produced by Family Diversity 
Projects, Inc., anonprofit educational 
organization devoted to educating 
communities about family diversity, 
bias, sexism, racism, and homopho-
bia The exhibition is designed to be 
used by parents, educators, students, 
and others interested in bringing is-
sues of family diversity to their com-
munities. Southern Maine Pride is 
distributing the exhibit in Maine . 
Toe University of Southern 
Maine's Lewiston-Auburn College is 
located at 51 Westminster Street in 
Lewiston. Gallery hours are: Mon-
day-Thursday, 8 am. -8 p.m.; Friday, 
8 am.- 4:30 p.m.; Saturday, 9 am.-1 
p.m. Qosed holidays, Dec.24 and 27. 
For more information call Lewiston-
Auburn College, 753-6500. 
Community Pride Reporter 
Wishes you a Happy and Safe 
Thanksgiving 
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Gay Rights Supporters call 
for Referendunt 
Cancellation· 
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) The 
Christian Civic League of Maine can 
join the state 41 defending an upcom-
ing referendum on gay rights, a judge 
ruled. 
Gay rights supporters filed a 
lawsuit two weeks ago arguing Secre-
tary of State Dan Gwadosky lacks the 
authority to call areferendum.1be suit 
asks the court to overturn Gwadosky's 
approval of the referendum. Gwadosky 
declared Oct. 20 that enough petition 
signatures had been gathered to hold 
the referendum. 
1be petition drive's sponsors, the 
Christian Coalition of Maine and the 
Christian Civic League of Maine, want 
voters to overturn the state gay rights 
law approved last spring. Michael F. 
Phillips Jr., an attorney for the league, 
said he expected the s~ to do well in 
defending Gwadosky's decision to au-
thorize the referendum. But as one of 
the groups that circulated the petitions, 
he said the league would better be able 
to defend them. 
In court, gay rights advocates ar-
gued the referendum should be can-
celled because of 26 different flaws in 
the petitions file.d .. Both the petitions' 
sponsors and Gwadosky's staff re-
viewed the petitions for mistakes that 
would invalidate signatures. Of the. 
65,256 signatures filed by the Civic 
League and Clnistian Coalition, state 
workers disqualified 7,074, leaving 
58,131 valid names. But the gay 
rights coalition Maine Won't Dis-
criminate says Gwadosky' s staff let 
flawed signatures pass. 
The lawsuit seeks to demon-
strate that. In a 90-page document 
filed with the court, referendum op-
ponents describe the error 'in each of 
the 15,000-odd signatures that they 
claim are flawed and therefore in-
valid Such errors include signatures 
without dates, improperly notarized 
signatures, signatures without the 
street address of the signer, duplicate . 
signatures and altered signatures. 
Gay rights advocates also say 
Gwadosky improperly approved sig-
natures that were collected before the 
Legislature adjourned for the season. 
Advocates say no signatures should 
have been collected until after the ad-
journment, but Gwadosky has dis-
agreed. , 
Gwadosky Confident of 
Decision on People's Veto 
AUGUSTA - An appeal of the latingthedeadlineforfilingthepetition. 
Secretary of State's decision on the A petition must be circulated and filed 
people's veto petition was filed in with the Secretary of State by the 90th 
Cumberland County Superior Court. At day. 
issue is the opponents' claim that their •There is nothing in the statute or 
review has unearthed at least 15,000 the Constitution that would indicatecir-
invalid signatures in addition to the culating a petition prior to the adjourn-
7,074 identified by the Secretary of mentoftheLegislatureisinappropriate. 
State. The 90 day formula sets up a final date 
''We are not surprised at this ap- for filing the petitions, not an inclusive 
peal," said Secretary Gwadosky. "Given time period for circulating them. 
the level of organization on both sides •When determining the validity of 
of the issue, we anticipated a challenge signatures, the long-standing practice of 
regardless of our decision." the Secretary of State is to err in favor 
''We have cooperated fully with of the petitioner. This practice is based 
both sides," said Secretary Gwadosky. on what appears to be the trend in Court 
''We have given them access to the peti- decisions involving petitions. 
tions and we have provided them with ''We feel confident that the deci-
information on our .process." sion to count these signatures was the 
The only specific claim outlined in appropriate decision," said Secretary 
the appeal is that signatures collected Gwadosky. 
prior to the adjournment date of the Leg- Applicable law: The Maine Con-
islature should be considered invalid. stitution requires that a .people's veto 
However, the Secretary of State deter- petition must be filed ''by the hour of 
mined upon the advice of the Attorney 5:00 p.m., on or before the 90th day af-
General's Office that: ter the recess of the Legislature." Maine 
•The signing of the enacted law by statute further requires that, "An appli-
the Governor is the ''trigger" to permit cation for a people's veto referendum 
filing of a people's veto application. The petition must be filed within 10 working 
statutory requirement that the applica- days after adjournment of the legislative 
tion be filed within 10 working days, session ... " 
simply creates a deadline by when this Relevant dates: Law signed by the 
action must occur. Governor 5-16-97 People's Veto Petition 
•The requirement that the petition . Approved for Circulation 6-03-97 Leg-
be filed 90 'days . after the recess of the islature Adjournment Date 6-20-97 
Legislature is only a formula for cal cu-
Clinton Nontinates Gay Business01an As A01bassador 
WASHINGTON (AP) James 
Hormel, a wealthy Democratic donor 
from San Francisco, would become the 
first openly gay U.S. ambassador if the 
Senate confirms him as envoy to Luxem-
bourg. 
1be Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee, chaired by conservative Sen. Jesse 
Helms, R-N .C., previously recommended 
confirmation of Hormel as an alternate 
delegate to the United Nations. Asked 
about Hormel's chances of confirmation 
for the European ambassadorial job, a 
committee spokesman said Wednesday 
Helms doesn't generally comment on 
nominees before they get a hearing. 
Hormel is an heir to the Hormel 
Meat Co. fortune. The company is based 
in Austin, Minn. The Clinton adminis-
tration has made an effort to recruit ho-
mosexuals, including by employing a 
White House liaison to the community. 
~PARKSIDE~ 
WOMEN'S COUNSELING 
Conlldantlal Affordable Empowiring Psychotherapy 
Vivian Wadas, L.C.P .C., Lesbian Feminist Practitioner 
(207) 77 4 - 2403 
236 Perk Avenue Portland, ME 04102-2926 . . 
The White House announced President David Smith, a spokesman for the Hu-
Clinton's nomination of Hormel in a man Rights Campaign. 
press release Monday. 'The fact that Mr. Hormel is gay 
Hormel sits on the board ef the Hu- is not relevant to whether he can per-
man Rights Campaign Foundation, the form the duties of ambassador or not." 
educational arm of the nation's leading Hormel, 64, has donated at least 
gay-rights group. ·we don't see this as $120,000 to party candidates and causes 
an effort to bring gays into high levels since 1995. He sits on the boards of the 
of the administration, but as an effort San Francisco Symphony and the San 
by the president to bring highly talented Francisco Chamber of Commerce 
individuals into the administration," said 
William tL ~andstead 
,:.:~~~ 
Att9tne~ a~; aw 
OeneraI Practice of Law inc~, 1· / 1 \ 
• Bankruptcy / ; \ / i \ 
• wms et Estate Planning · · , I 1 , \ Call• (207) 761 6680 
• ProbateLaw ~ fl ~ .• . -
• Trademarks et Copyrights ~ - -='- ~ , email: WSandstead@aol.com 
_} • Real Estate ~~ P.O. Bax 11150, Portland, ME 04104 
---=-----' 
• Domestic Partnership Agreements 
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Victory! Nashua, NH Board of Education race 
By Brian Rater 
Timothy Nickerson has become the 
first openly gay/lesbian elected official in 
New Hampshire. Last night, he came in 
second in a race of 5 candidates for 4 seats 
on the Nashua Board of Education. The 
seats are for 4 year terms. 
Nickerson, who will be celebrating 
his 22nd birthday in a week, is a recent 
graduate of Nashua High School, is work-
ing on a Bachelor 's in Education atRivier 
College and is on the Board of Directors 
of Nashua Outright, a glbt youth orga-
nization. 
Unfortunately, Taylor Cole, the 
head of the Greater Nashua chapter of 
the Christian Coalition was also elected 
onto the board. When the filing period 
had ended, there were only 4 candidates 
for 4 seats. When it was discovered that 
Cole was the head of the local Chri.;-
tian Coalition, a major write-in cam-
paign by Scott Cote to prevent Cole 
from getting onto the Board. 
Despite valiant efforts, he was not 
able to gather enough signatures. No 
one has yet to win a city-wide write-in 
campaign. 
The final votes are: 
Capasso 7811- Nickerson 7717 
Andrick 7439 - Cole 6053 
Write-in 4063 (presumably all for 
Cote) 
Nashua is the second largest city 
in New Hampshire and has a popula-
tion of 80,000. 
The AIDS Project Hires A New 
Executive Director 
George Friou will start in Noventber 
by Mike Martin 
On August 20th the Board of Di-
rectors of The AIDS Project voted to hire 
George Friou as its new Executive Di-
rector. The Board acted on the unanimous 
recommendation of the Search Commit-
tee, George Friou (pronouced "free-u") 
comes to TAP q-om an Executive Direc-
tor position at North .of Market Senior 
Services in San Francisco, which he has 
held for two years. 
George is devoted to a career in 
health and social service delivery, espe-
cially, he said, "to people who must call 
upon the wider community to act with 
compassion." He also goes on to say that, 
"providing services to people with AIDS 
has been a major component of my work 
here in San Francisco." George has a 
Bachelor's degree in Humanities from 
Sonoma State University in California 
and an MPH in Health Services from 
Boston University. 
He has held some pretty interest-
. ing jobs, from his time in the Peace 
Corps in Africa to working at Upham' s 
Corner Health Center in Dorchester, 
MA at a time when they were starting 
oneofthenation'sfirstneedleexchange 
programs. He is a past president of the 
board of directors at the San Francisco 
Community Clinic Consortium. 
George is married with two chil-
dren and has family in Maine. His fam-
ily has owned land and a camp in 
Aroostook county since the late 1800s 
and on Cranberry Island off Friendship 
in Knox county. George expressed his 
desire to continue working in the non-
profit arena and in relocating to Maine 
during his interview with the Search 
Committee. 
He will begin his duties at The 
AIDS Project on or near November 1st. 
Marjorie Love will continue as TAP's 
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Knowing Victhns Were Lesbians Made Killing thent Easier 
By Jeff Barnard AP Writer 
MEDFORD, Ore. (AP) _ Hours 
after his arrest for killing two Medford 
women, Robert Acremant told police that 
he didn't choose his victims because they 
were lesbians, but knowing they were ho-
mosexuals made it easier to rob and kill 
them. The prosecution played a video-
tape in Jackson County Circuit Court on 
Wednesday that showed Medford police 
detectives interviewing Acremant in the 
Stockton, Calif., police station following 
his arrest Dec. 13, 1995. 
Detectives asked him if his decision 
to target Roxanne Ellis and Michelle 
Abdill had anything to do with their be-
ing homosexual. "I don't think so. Not 
consciously. I checked for the best op-
portunity," Acremant said on the tape. 
"Did that change anything once you 
found that out...?" asked Lt Tim George. 
"Made it easier," Acremant said ''Easier 
to ... "Georgesaid "Deal with," Acremant 
said. "I figured it would be a puzzling 
discovery once somebody found her." 
Following the couple's disappear-
ance, there was fear within the gay com-
munity that the women had been killed 
because of their efforts to defeat astatf..-
wide initiative to limit the rights of ho-
mosexuals. Acremant, 29, has pleaded 
guilty to two counts of aggravated mur-
der, kidnapping and robbery in the Dec. 
5, 1995 slayings of Ellis, 53, andAbdill, 
42, at a rental duplex in Medford. He 
shot them as they lay bound in the back 
of a pickup truck in the duplex's garage 
after he failed to get them to write checks 
off their property management business. 
A Jackson County Circuit Court 
jury is hearing testimony before decid-
ing whether to sentence Acremant to 
death by lethal injection, life in prison 
without parole, or life in prison with a 
30-year minimum. He already is serv-
ing 22 1/2 years for kidnapping and rob-
b,ery. Wearing a leather jacket, white T-
shirt, jeans and a week-old beard, 
Acremant said on the videotape he al-
most decided to leave without killing the 
two women after he locked himself out 
of the duplex while moving cars. "I was 
totally out of control at this point. So I 
had two people tied up inside and I can't 
get in," he said with a laugh. "I was go-
ing to shoot the f garage door. 
Bill offering Dontestic 
partner·Benefits wins Favor 
WASHINGTON DC At a Capitol Hill 
press conference, Representative Barney 
Frank (D-MA), together with 14 other lead 
cosponsors, introduced legislation to malre 
domestic partnership benefits available to 
federal employees. 
Under Representative Frank's pro-
posal, the domestic partner of a federal em-
ployee would be eligible for benefits in the 
same manner and to the same extent as the 
spouse of a federal employee. The t~ "do-
mestic partner" is defined to mean "an adult 
person living with, but not married to, an-
other adult person in a committed, intimate 
relationship.'~ 
This eligibility would extend to retire-
ment benefits, health insurance, life insur-
ance and compensation for work injuries. 
To be eligible, same or opposite sex couples 
would file an affidavit certifying, among 
other facts, that they are living together in a 
committed, intimate relationship, that they 
are responsible for each other's welf~ and 
financial obligations and that they are not -
related in a way that would prohibit legal 
marriage in the state in which they reside. 
The proposed bill sets forth the pro-
cess of eligibility for domestic partnership 
benefits and for the cutoff of such benefits if 
a partnership is dissolved. 
The following is a statement given by 
Helen Gonzales, Public Policy Director of 
the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, 
at today's press conference: "NGCTF ap-
plauds Repr~tativeBamey Frank and the 
other 14 lead cosponsor of this legislation. 
which could just as easily be entitled 'The 
Workplace Equality Act.' 
'The proposal introduced today gives 
recognition to the diversity of families in 
our country. According to a 1991 U.S. Cen-
sus Bureau report, fewer than 30% of 
American families fit the traditional defi-
nition of family that is, two heterosexual 
parents living with children under 18. Yet, 
it is this definition of family which is the 
key factor in determining the type and 
amount of benefits a federal worker and 
his or her family receives. 
"A married heterosexual federal 
employee with a spouse and child can be 
eligible for a host of benefits, including 
health insurance, life insurance, and par-
ticipation in a federal employees' retire-
ment program. Yet, another federal worker 
with a partner and a child who does ex-
actly the same job would not qualify for 
the same benefits. That's the same as ad-
vertising a job in a newspaper saying 
"salespeople wanted: salary for married 
heterosexuals, $12 an hour, salary for un-
married heterosexuals and gays, lesbians, 
bisexual and transgendered persons, $7.20 
per hour. 
We would all recognize that as un-
fair, illegal and disaiminatory. 'The U.S. 
Chamber of Conunerce has estimated that 
up to 40% of a worker's remuneration 
comes in the form of "fringe" benefits. 
Clearly, some federal employees are get-
ting paid more than others when fringe 
benefit payments are included. 
It is time to stop this discrimination 
in how we treat similarly situated federal 
employees. The proposal by Represent, .• 
tive Frank would, for the first time, pro-
vide equity in pay, including benefits r0: 
ceived, for all eligible federal employees. 
NGLTF lauds Representative Frank's in-
troduction of this legislation, which repre-
sents another step forward in the fight for 
equality for all. 
Just as I was about to tear, I re- . 
.membered I had a crowbar and I pried 
open and popped the door." Also on the 
tape, Acremant told police he could com-
mit the robberies all over again. "I' d do 
it today," he said. "I thought about it as 
I was going to sleep last night. How I 
was going to get money to get the hell 
out of here." Acremant told police he 
was despondent after being dumped by 
his girlfriend, a Las Vegas stripper, and 
losing his job with a Los Angeles truck-
. . 
mg company. 
He had been drinking heavily and 
vodka made him angry. "I lost my job, 
all my money, my girl," Acremant said. 
"I have not been f thinking 
straight for so long, I can't stand it. I 
don't know what I'm doing. I don't even 
feel like doing anything. I just do it." 
Though Acremant initially told police 
he hoped to be sentenced to death, he 
since has decided to cooperate with his 
defense team, which has asked the jury 
to sentence him to life in prison witllout 
parole. 
Prosecutors are seeking the death 
penalty. Acremant told police he was 
amazed nobody realized he was up to foul 
play inside the duplex after he locked him-
self out, because he opened and shut the 
garage door eight or 10 times , jumped 
over a fence to get into the back yard, 
and peered in windows . "It blew me 
away," Acremantsaid. Acremantsaidhe 
sold his car for $5,000 and spent all but 
$100 of it drinking and paying to watch 
his ex-girlfriend striptease in Las Vegas 
before returning to Stockton and allow-
ing himself to be caught. 
When he told her he wa,; a wanted 
man, she "fell to pieces." "The reason 
I'm here today is I broke my girl's heart," 
Acremant told police on the tape. "I 
would never have come back," Judge 
Ross Davis denied a motion for a mis-
trial made by defense lawyer Ralph 
Monson because prosecutor John 
Bondurant made references to ''the ap-
pellate record." If Acremant is sentenced 
to death, his case will automatically be 
appealed to the Oregon Supreme Court. 
Monson argued that mentioning an ap-
peal would make jurors feel they don't 
have ultimate control over Acremant's 
life. 
Senate Hearings on ENDA 
WASIIlNGTON, DCThe National 
Gay and Lesbian Task Force (NGLTF) ap-
plauds the Senate Labor and Human Re-
sources Committee, Chairman Jim Jeffords 
(R-VT), and ranking Democratic member 
Senator Ted Kennedy (D-MA) for hold-
ing today's hearing on the Employment 
Non-Discrimination Act (ENDA). 
The proposed legislation (S. 869) 
tells employers that their hiring, promo-
tions and other employment practices must 
be based solely onan employee's work per-
formance and not on their sexual orienta-
tion. The bill exempts small businesses 
and religious institutions from coverage, 
similar to exemptions granted under pre-
vious civil rights legislation. 
Witnesses at the Thursday morning 
hearing included two individuals who had 
lost their jobs because of their sexual ori-
entation. They testified that discrimination 
is not only wrong but it is also painful and 
it poses a great hardship - emotionally and 
,economically- for them and others in their 
situation. The business community was also 
represented at the hearing by Raymond 
Smith, Chairman of the Board and Chief 
Executive Officer of Bell Atlantic Corpo-
ration of Vrrginia, and Thomas Grote, 
Chief Operating Officer of Donatos Pizza 
in Blacklick, Ohio. 
They both stated that adopting and 
implementing strong antidiscrimination, 
policies for . all of their employees is not 
only morally right but also makes economic 
sense from a business point of view. They 
also both noted that 320 of the top 500 busi-
nesses in this country have adopted anti-
discrimination policies which include 
sexual orientation. 
'The message of ENDA is clear and 
straightforward," said NGLTF executive 
director, Kerry Lobel. "Discrimination is 
wrong.'' As Lobel pointed out, "state and 
local legislators, as well as the business com-
munity, are forging a trail on bills banning 
employment and broader discrimination on 
the basis of sexual orientation. To date, 
eleven states (CA, CT, IIl, ME, MA, MN, 
NH, NJ, RI, VT and WI) and the District of 
Columbia have adopted such laws." 
ENDA is an important step in the 
struggle for equal treatment for gays, lesbi-
ans, bisexuals and transgendered people. It 
is similar to legislation previously adopted 
by Congress to address other fonm of dis-
crimination. Polling demonstrates that the 
American public believes in fair treatment 
for all Americans. In fact, most Americans 
believe such laws already exist. 
"We look forward to the day when gay, 
lesbian, bisexual and transgendered people 
no tonger have to fear the loss of their jobs 
on the basis of their sexual orientation," 
stated Lobel. "When that day comes, our 
society will have taken another ~tep forward 
in assuring justice and equality for all of its 
citizens.'' 
. The National Gay and Lesbian Task 
Force has worked to eliminate prejudice, 
violence and injustice against gay, lesbian, 
bisexual and transgendered peopl~ at the' . 
local, state and national level since its in-
ception in 1973. As part of a broader social 
justice movement for freedom, justice and 
equality, NGLTF is creating a world that 
respects and celebrates the diversity of hu-
man expression and identity where all 
people may fully participate in society. 
My name is Lisa O'Leary. I am 
originally from Belfast, Maine and lived 
in the Portland area for six years. 
In September, I appeared on a dis-
cussion panel in my hometown withseven 
people: six of us were lesbian or gay two 
had children and one was a straight daugh-
ter raised by lesbian parents. This dis-
cussion toolc place in conjuncti9n with the 
showing of the Love Makes a Family 
photo exhibit in Belfast, Maine. 
Mitzi Lichtman of the Common 
Circle for Human Rights produced the 
event; Martha Piscukas; was the panel 
moderator; Sam Mitchell's Spring Gal-
lery housed the photo exhibit; WERU 
radio audio taped the event and aired it, 
and the videographers taped the event in 
hopes to put together an educational vid-
eotape for distribution. 
In addition to participating in the 
discussion, I put together a panel of ph(t 
tos and texHncluding comments from my 
sister on what it was like to have me, a 
lesbian, in the family: 
Family Stats 
I am the oldest of four girls. I am 
35 years old and my partner's name is 
Alison, she is 29 years old. 
Lynne is 32 years old She has been 
married to Matt for a year and has a new 
baby boy named Zachery. He is her first 
child, our parent's first grandchild and the 
first nephew in our family. . 
Debbie is 31 years. old and is in· a 
long-term relationship with Blake, her 
boyfriend. She owns a local business 
called Bell The Cat, it's a very successful 
coffee and sandwich shop. 
Jenny is 20 years old and has a boy-
friend. She works full-time at Bell The 
Cat. 
Our parents are Donna and Darrell 
0 'Leary, both natives of Belfast. 
Although the three oldest children 
were born in Augusta, we consider our-
selves really natives of Belfast too, after 
we moved her in 1968. Jeni>.y was born 
here and most of our relatives are here 
too. They have a black lab named Abby. 
. Our Dad is a well-respected busi-
ness man who has been with Shop 'n Save 
for over 25 years. He is active in St. 
Francis of Assisi Church, the Rotary 
Club, the Belfast Bay Festival and the ME 
Lung Association Bike Trek Across 
Maine. 
Our Mom is an RN who currently 
works at the office of Drs. Loxtercamp 
and Hughes. She is also very involved in 
St. Francis of Assisi Church. 
My family and Alison's family co-
incidentally have a lot in common. Alison 
is the youngest of three girls and grew up 
in Maine as well. Her oldest sister is 
married with three children ( one named 
Zachary!) and the middle sister is also a 
lesbian, who is out to the family. Their 
mother is also a nurse and their father 
works for Hood Dairy, sometimes deliv-
ering to the store my Dad works in. They 
also have a black lab named Pepper. 
Love Makes a Family for Lisa and 
Alison 
ALISON: Lisa and I have been 
in a relatiomhip for six 6 1/2 years now. 
We are committed to one another and 
share the happenings in each other's 
lives; good and bad. We cook and eat 
dinn~r together every night after com-
ing home from work and we plan our 
vacations together. 
We are accepted as a couple by 
Lisa's family. I go to their family re-
unions on the 4th of July and really en-
joy laughing and talking with her aunts, 
uncles, cousins and grandparents. I 
helped out with her sister Lynne's wed-
ding and was asked to be in one of the 
photos. 
I used to go to Lisa's parents' 
house with Lisa when we were just 
friends and I am treated differently now 
in only one way: I am seen as Lisa's 
spouse and not just one of Lisa's 
friends. I am a permanent part of the 
family. 
LISA: Alison and I have been a 
family of two for 6 1/2 years. Our an-
niversary is March 11 and we celebrate 
by going out to dinner. We are as nor-
mal and mainstream as anyone you 'd 
ever meet. We both work, have a com-
mitted relationship, a joint checking ac-
count, an apartment, and a garden. We 
met in 1987 while attending college at 
the University of Maine and have been 
together ever since, as either best friends 
or partners. Alison bas a degree in 
Physical Education and I have a degree 
in Human Development. · 
I am out to my immediate.family 
and some of my extended family. I am 
out to classmates, friends and co-work-
ers, I don't try to hide my.lesbianism 
from anyone. Alison is out only to her 
gay older sister, her employer, and our 
newer friends. 
This year at the Southern Maine 
Pride activities, we danced together for 
the first time at the Pier Dance. It was 
a great milestone for us. We love each 
other very much. We want to have a 
simple commitment ceremony someday 
and we talk about adopting a child from 
the Foster Care Program. 
We have our own bedroom when 
we stay at my parent's and sometimes 
Abby, my parent's lovable dog sleeps 
in bed with us! Alison helped decorate 
for my Gram's 80th birthday party and 
last year at my sister Lynne's wedding, 
she became indispensable as she took 
care of last minutes details. Lynne even 
called Alison into one of the family 
shots taken at her w~g. That meant 
a lotto me. ., 
I also go to Alison's-parents to 
visit and attend birthday parties and 
BBQ's. Weallhaverunplayingtouch 
football or basketball and playing board 
games. It is more difficult for me be--
cause the nature of our relatiomhip has 
not been revealed to all of her family, 
only to h~r lesbian sister. After we 
have been living together for this long 
buying furniture like a king sized bed, 
taking trips together and never mention-
ing boyfriends at all I think they are in 
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denial if they don't think there is some- Never did it really became a question or 
thing more to our relationship than just even an idea, until my older sister Lisa 
being friends. told us she was gay in 1992. I don' t 
We even have a family portrait of rememberhercallingherself alesbian, I 
ourselves taken at Olan Mills in 1993 that · just remember she had a friend-a best 
hangs in our living room. We don't "de- friend -he was gay and so was she. 
gay" the apartment before they visit any- We grew up Catholic and we grew 
more and Alison is ready to tell them as up sheltered from this kind of life-style 
soon as circumstances permit. so I was more worried about how the 
At Christmas time, Alison and I · rest of my family would take this rev-
send out cards and sign both our names, elation. I, however, never was bothered 
eventorelativeswehaven'tcomeouttoo. by Lisa's sexuality. Lisa had been in a 
It's kind of our subtle way of letting them serious relationship with a man and never 
know and slowly letting our relationship seemed very happy. It was almost a re-
into their comciousness as we prepare lief to see that she could be happy with 
to tell them about our relationship. someone, regardless of their sex. 
Alison and I decorate a tree and choose JENNY: I was quite yo1D1g when 
a day for exchanging Christmas gifts with my sister told me she was a lesbian. We 
each other. have thirteen years between us, I must 
Then we each go to the traditional have been about fifteen years old She 
holiday activities our families have each had been with her girlfriend for a year 
celebrations through the years. If we had or so by then and, probably due to my 
children, we'd have to either switch off youth and naivete I hadn't noticed that 
years like Alison's older sister does with they were more than friends. When she 
her family, or split the day up to visit pulled me aside to tell me, I was sur-
with both sides like my sister Lynne will prised that she had gone to all the trouble. 
starting doing. I think my generation has grown up more 
. My sister Lynne just had a baby in accepting with homosexuality and more 
June, Zachery is her first child and the comfortable. I was happy that she was 
first grandchild. I am a proud first-time telling me she had found someone she 
"Aunt Lisa" and Alison will be called loved. 
"Aunt Alison" as well. Lisa has always been my big sis-
My Sister's Writings 
LYNNE: My sister is a lesbian. I 
believe she was born a lesbian. And I was 
born a heterosexual. I've pretty much 
always sensed that Lisa was different 
from me. When I was growing up, I never 
really had the words to describe the dif-
ferences that I sensed. I now know the 
words. 
Sometimes I am uncomfortable 
with Lisa's sexuality. I don't know why, 
but I just am. But I understand her feel-
ings. And mostly from our shared expe-
riences in our family we are not so un-
alike .... 
Just like what I want for all of my 
sisters, I want Lisa to be happy and 
healthy and am glad she met Alison to 
share her life experiences. I know how 
important it was for me to meet my hus-
band I wish there wasn't as much social 
stigma about homosexuality so Lisa and 
Alison could dance in a club if they felt 
like it things heterosexual couples seem 
to take for granted. 
Actually, I guess Lisa CAN do all 
these things, bqt I just worry for her be--
cause I know there's a good chance she 
may be discriminated against if she lets 
the public-at-large see her love. And 
through all of this, I mostly just love my 
sister and accept our differences. I would 
be lying if I said I was completely com-
foftable with all aspects of homosexual-
ity, but it really isn't relevant what I think 
about it anyway. It is her life and I just 
want her to be happy and safe and not 
lonely. 
DEBBIE: Having a ·birth date of 
·July 10, 1965, what I knew to be true 
was men go with women and vice versa. 
ter. She has always been there for me, 
always had a hug for me, always wants 
to talk. This didn't change the minute 
she told me she was a lesbian, nor has it 
changed in the years following. I think 
its great to see her and Alison together 
at our family reunions, happy and in 
love. 
The Aftermath 
The panel discussion with six other 
participants went extremely well, better 
than I ever imagined. Alison was right 
there in the third row. The audience was 
very supportive and complimentary to 
ine, people introduced themselves to me 
during breaks and when it over. The 
event was video and audio taped in or-
der to use as an educational video. 
I let one of the local newspapers in 
Belfast do an in depth interview for their 
follow-up article to the Love Makes a 
Family exhibit and panel discussion. 
Then I made a mad dash to telephone 
and relatives who would see the news-
paper and who acted like they knew, but 
whom I hadn't actually told yet. I got 
nothing bqt good responses even tele-
phone calls and e-mails from relatives 
after they read the article which appeared 
on the front page! 
Two weeks after I appeared on the 
Love Makes a family panel, Alison came 
out to her parents. It went well and they 
accepted it. It has made our relation-
ship better, since a lot of the tension 
around that issue is now gone. 
The Love Makes a Family Exhibit 
continues to circulate around Maine. The 
writings and the panel of photographs 
we put together for. the Belfast exhibit 
are traveling with the original photos. 
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Mad Horse Tbeatr~ 
Contpany 
Proudly Presents Hamlet Prince of Denmark 
by William Shakespeare . 
PORll..AND, ME Mad Horse Theatre is 
proud to open our 12th season, and our residency 
at the Oak Street Theatre, wit}lHaniletby Will-
iam Shakespeare. 
From the appearance of the theatre's moo 
fanws ghost in Act I to the tragic conclmioo of 
the theatre's ID)st famous duel in Act V, Hamlet 
has captivated audiences for ahmst four hundred 
years. More has been written about Hamlet than 
any other person, living or dead, real or imagi-
nary with the exception of Jesus Quist fur Mad 
Horse, who has set this production deep in the 
middle ages, Shakespeare's rmsterpiece is more 
than the stocy of Hamlet's quest to avenge his 
falher's 1lllt'der it is our quest to heal our shat-
tered souls. 
''No less a figure than Joseph Campbell 
claimed that Percival and the questforthe Holy 
Grail was the core myth of Western Civiliza-
tion. It has been thrilling and astonishing for 
Mad Horse to use this myth as the fnurework 
for exploring the depths of Hanilet." said Ar-
tistic Director Michael Rafkin. 'The perfor-
~ space at Oak Street is rwch bater suited 
to our production than ouroldhorre at 955 For-
est Ave. Hamlet will run from October 22 
through Noverrber 23, 1997 at the Oak Street 
Theatre, 92 Oak Street, Portland, ME. 
Perfcrrnmces tinrsare: Wed. and Thurs. 
at 7:30 PM Fri. and Saturday at 8:00 PM Sun-
days at5:00 PM. 
Tickets are$18.00 ($16.00 Students and 
Bono Says Lifes Easier Since 
Being Outed 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) Chas-
tity Bono says her life has been a breeze 
since she came out as a lesbian in 1995. 
"What's hard is living your life a lie and 
continuing in fear that somebody's going 
to find out this thing you 're ashamed of," 
she said. 'That's all that being 'out' means 
it's just not lying. It's_ talking freely, acting 
freely, like heterosexual people do." 
Bono, daughter of Rep. Sonny Bono, 
R-Calif., and singer and actress Cher, is the 
entertainment media director for the Gay 
and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation. 
She was in Columbus on Thursday to eel-
• NEW LINE IIOME VIDEO 
ebrate Lesbian and Gay History Month and 
National Coming Out Day, which is Satur-
day. She said this year has be.en historic in 
combating media stereotypes and raising 
awareness for gay rights. 
The television show "Ellen" and 
other media addressing homosexuality has 
made her job easier, she said. ''I have both 
gay and straight people all the time thank-
ing me for the work I have done," Bono 
said. "I think that definitely the work that 
I'm doing is reaching out past the commu-




Seniors). Tickets for Saturday night perfor-
mances are _$20.00 ($18.00 Students and Se-
niors). 
Mad Horse Theatre Company produces 
its season at the Oak Street Theatre, a smill in-
timlte 105 seat space located at 92 Oak St, Port-
land ME. The physical nature of the building 
guaren~ "not a b_ad seat in the.house." Mad 
Horse is-Maine's longest running resident en-
sembletheatreandiscelebratingitsTwelfthSea-
son. Mad Horse Theatre Corq,any is a regis-
teredNonProfit 501 ( c) 3 organiz.ation. 
For further infonmtion and reservations 
please call 775-5103 
Will Ellen Walk 
By David Bauder 
NEW YORK (AP) Ellen DeGeneres re-
ported for work Th\D'Sday on the set of her ABC oom- · 
edy despite a public threat to quit over battles with 
the network over saipts and an "adult content" warn-
ing labd bemgplaoed onhershow. "She's not happy," 
said her spokeswoman, Pat Kingsley. "I think it's an 
exaggeration to say she's leaving the show or threat-
ening to leave the show. I think she would like to 
continue to keep doing the show." 
In an intcmewpublishedin Thursday's New 
York Times, DeGencres said she and her executive 
prOOJCcr, Tun Doyle, "arereadytowalkofftheshow" 
because of fight.s with the network. ABC advised 
parental discretion "due to adult content" prior to 
Wednesday's "Ellen" episode, in which the star en-
gaged in a joking but lmgthy kiss with actressJoely 
Fisher, who plays Ellen Morgan's heterosexual best 
friend. 
DeGc:nercs called it "blatant disaimination" 
because she and her character are gay, and said no 
other ABC show would cany such a warning for a 
similar scene. The disgruntled actr~ also said that 
ABC F.ntertainment President Jamie Tarses had 
nixed a scene in a future episode in which Morgan 
and a woman walk. toward a bedroom, presumably 
to have sex. Tarses and other ABC executives 
weren't talking Thursday. 
Spokesman Kevin Brockman said 
DeGenereshadn'tmadeanythreats to quit to them. 
DeGeneres hasn't been happy with ABC for a 
while, reportedly because she didn't want to con-_ 
tinue her sitcom this year but the network wouldn't 
release her from her contract. She complained last 
month when top e:,i;ecutives didn't call to congratu-
late her about winning an Emmy Award. 
L06ing ''Ellm," for all it.s headaches lately, 
would be a blow to ABC. Ranked 30th in the 
Nielsen Media Research ratings so far this season, 
it's one of the struggling network's few successes . 
What? And 
Give Up Show 
Business? 
The Cris Williamsan, TretFure with 
Women In Harmony concert was a won-
derful event... As one of the producers, I 
am proud to have witnessed the outpour-
ing of love that filled the Olurch during 
"Song of The Soul'' and "Brand New 
Lullaby." It made a very exhausting day, 
very rewarding. To give you a glimpse 
behind the scenes: Cris and Tret called 
from Philadelphia at 10 am to say their 
plane had been canceled and would not be 
arriving until after 5 pm. 
Our sound system ( and Merrill 
Auditorium's) was picking up a country 
music station .. And at l 0. 15 am I received 
one of the most disturbing phone calls of 
my life. A man who had seen the write-up 
in Portland Press Herald about the con-
cert starting quizzing me about Above and 
Beyond. Why we would he involved with 
something such as ''National Corning Out 
Day'' or anything related to gays and les-
bians. 
He then lAunched into a hateful dia-
tribe about homosexuals being the mur-
derers of that poorboy in Massachusetts. 
etc., etc etc. His tone was so abusive) and 
there was nothing I could say to stop his 
venom. I fmally had to hang up the phone .. 
As upsetting as it was, I am glad I took the 
call and not someone else in the office. We 
have an 18 year old young man from Out-
right who works for us and he's already 
had enough hale in his short life. My busi-
ness partner, David, is straight - and has 
no patience for bigotry of any kind Things 
would have gotten pretty loud 
So now, not only did we have to get 
the show on, we would have stay on-guard 
therestoftheday. Now, inthequietofthe 
morning after, in a strange way, it reminds 
me of the story about the old man who 
worked all his life for the circus. His only 
job was to follow the parade and pick up 
the elephant droppings. One day someone 
said, "Old man ... don't you find this de-
grading. Picking up after elephants ... Why 
don't you retire?"His response was short 
and to the point, "What? And give up show 
business? 
I share this today as an example of, 
as Cris Williamson spoke so eloquently 
last night, how much work we have todo .. . 
and how we can't let our guard down .. . 
Ever ... 
And as my thanks for everyone who 
attended last night's event if all the hate,. 
ful people (who are lurking in the wings) 
could have experienced what 500 plus 
experienced at The First Parish Church, 
maybe they would take their abhorrent 
parade somewhere else .. 
Thanks again and he careful out 
there. 
Richard (Feeling very old today ... 
but not giving up "show business") Lawloc 
P.S . Many thanks to the Southern 
Maine Pride committee for their involve-
ment in this event', and as always to Com-
munity Pride Reporter for their continu-
ing support of Above& Beyond's efforts 
to bring quality events to the region. 
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City Theater Associates, Inc. 
Presents"Carnival" - The Musical 
Music & Lyrics by Bob Merrill 
Book by Michael Stewart Based on 
Material by Helen Deutsch Directed 
by David Goulet Choreographed by 
Cheryl Greeley Musical Direction by 
Beth Barefoot ones Through - Novem-
ber 15 For reservations, group rates and 
information call Mid-Town Music at 
282-0254 City Theater, 205 Main 




November 7 - November 13 
SEVEN YEARS IN TI-
BET-nightly at 4:30 (Evening 
prices apply}, 7:00, 9:30 plus 
matinees Sat./Sun. at 2:00 
THE END OF VIO-
LENCE-nightly at 7:10 plus 
matinees Sat./Sun. at 2:45 
COP LAND-nightly at 
5:05 , 9:30 plus matinees Sat./ 
Sun. at 12:40 
Many people, including 
most of the RRSQ staff, feel that 
Wim Wenders, director of THE 
END OF VIOLENCE which 
starts Friday, is one of the great 
filmmakers of the late 20th cen-
tury. With, hopefully, many years . 
of work ahead of him, he has al-
ready compiled a very impressive 
filmography: KINGS OF THE 
ROAD,· PARIS, TEXAS; WINGS 
OF DESIRE,· UNTIL THE END 
OFTHEWORLD; FARAWAY, SO 
CLOSE and the film that is the 
subject of this week' s trivia con-
test (see below). Light a candle 
to the gods of celluloid, there's a 
new Wim Wenders film in town! 
If you plan to attend a film 
on either Wednesday or Thursday 
(11/12 and 11/13) of next week, 
please be aware that the city of 
Waterville will be closing off a 
section of Main Street on those 
days to replacing the railroad 
crossing near here. You should 
still be able to take a left if com-
ing from the direction of the in-
terstate onto Chaplin Street and 
get into our parking lot from 
there. 
Anyway, try to give yourself 
an extra minute or two in case the 
traffic in this area is snarled. The 
winner oflast week's trivia con-
test was Sharon Reishus. She 
and 12 others correctly identified 
BANANAS as the Woody Allen 
film in which Sylvester Stallone 
had a bit part. Here ' s this week' s 
contest: 
One of my all-time-favorite 
films was . made by Wim 
Wender~. It starred Dennis Hop-
pe r and Bruno Ganz a nd was 
based on t he nove l "R i ple y ' s 
Game" by Patricia Highsmith. 
C a n you name i t ? All c o rrect 
answers received by 9 :30 on Fri-
day m o rning will b e entered into 
a drawing for two tickets to TI-IE 
END OF VIOLENCE. 
A s always , you can get de-
scriptions, dates and tim e s of all 
the films we're showing, on our 
web site loca ted a t htt p : // 
www.mint .net/movies. 
WHAT: 
Boston Pride Show '91 is an all new ~eekend-long, gay and 
lesbian business and social event showcasing products and 
services from more than fifty local and national business. The 
21 + show features a full schedule of entertainment, special 
events, and great food in a festive and friendly environment. 
Events include special musical guests, live and silent auctions, 
product demonstrations, book signings, Disco entertainment, 
seminars on various topics of interest to gays and lesbians, 
fabulous door prizes, a funky fashion show, poignant art ex-
hibits, and lots of networking opportunities. 
WHO: 
Participants in the show are gay-owned or gay friendly busi-
nesses and New England-area non-profits. Exhibitors include 
American Airlines, American Express Financial Advisors, 
BankBoston Ira Motor Group, Poland Spring, Tower Records, 
Copley Place, Wainwright Bank, and Waterstone's Booksell-
ers, among others. Participating charitable organizations are 
AIDS Action Committee, Community Servings, Fenway Com-
munity Health Center, and The Shared Heart. 
WHERE: 
The Cyclorama, at the Boston Center for the Arts: 539 Tremont 
Street, Boston: MA The Cyclorama is handicapped accessible. 
WHEN: Saturday, November 22, 11 am - 1 Opm 
Sunday, November 23, 11 am - 6pm 
COST: 
Advance purchased tickets: $8.50/day or $15/ weekend 
Tickets purchased at the door: $9 .75/day or $17 /weekend For 
information on advance or group discount tickets contact Brian 
Rosenberg at 617-450-9470. 
WEB: 
Boston Pride Show '97's website contains detailed inf orma-
. / 
tion on sponsors and events and is updated regularly. 
The fun and interactive site is located at 
wvvww.bostonpridesbow.com. 
Boston Pride Show '91 is produced by Brian Rosenberg of 
B&F Productions. They can be reached at 617-450-9470: 
Boston PRIDE Show 97 
(BOSTON MA}--More than fifty national 
and local businesses are taking advantage of an op-
portunity to access New England's lucrative and vis-
ible gay and lesbian market at an upcoming busi-
ness and entertainment expo. Boston Pride Show 
'97 is an all-new weekend-long showcase for busi-
nesses friendly to the gay community held in a fes-
tive and entertaining environment. The show is 
scheduled for November 22 and 23, 1997 at the 
Boston Center for the Arts Cyclorama. 
National and regional sponsors of the event 
include American Airlines, American Exprei!i 
Financial Advisors, BankBoston, Ira Motor 
Gnup, Poland Spring, Towec Records Copley 
Place, Wainwright Bank, and Waterstone's 
Boolwellers among others. A limited number of ad-
. ditional exhibitor spaces are still available. 
''Participating inB06ton Pruk Show ''YT al-
lows us to dtmonstrate our company's commitment 
to the gay and lesbian c.ommunity" says Travis 
Goodyear of American Airlines the first Fortune 100 
company to establish a gay andlesbiannational mar-
. keting and sales team. ''We want this community to 
know we\lllderstand and are sensitive to its needs." 
Increasingly, COipOrate marketing staffs are 
targeting the gay and lesbian comm\lllity because of 
its strong consumer demographics. The marketing 
trend recognizes a powerful buying block of typi-
cally well educated, affluent professionals who tend 
to be brand loyal to companies that support and mar-
ket to them. A June 1997 Advocate Magaz,ine poll 
asking readers whether a companys' stance on gay 
issues affected their consumer habits turned in a re-
so\lllding 96 percent affirmative response. 
Recognizing that brand loyalty, a number of 
businease.s have aeated thoughtful, long-term mar-
keting strategies around it Last year Ira Motor Group, . 
one of the largest car dealer groups in the Northeast, 
began an advertising campaign in Boston-area gay 
newspapers. "Our gay and lcabiancustomers tell~ 
they appreciate our ads" says David Hult director of 
sales for the Ira Motor Group "Our dedication to 
this community is real and it is really paying off in 
cars sold and serviced." 
Event organizer Brian Rosenberg is expect-
ing as many as 10,000 attendees to the show, which 
is being held the weekend before Thanksgiving-in 
time to kick off the holiday season. Boston gay and 
lesbian events generally attract among the largest 
mnnbers of supporters in the nation representing one 
of the strongest, most visible gay and lesbian com-
m\lllities in the counby. 
The New York Tunes recently reported that 
over the past year, advertising spending in publica-
tions aimed at gay and lesbian consumers rose by 
nearly forty percent. These figures represent a grow-
ing national trend that acknowledges this powerful 
buying block of typically well~ted, affluent, and 
brand loyal professionals. 
In fact, some nationally recognized compa-
nies including Atlantic Records and American Air-
lines have developed entire marketing departments 
geared specifically toward the gay and lesbian con-
sumer. After su~ with print media, many com-
panies are looking for new marketing opportunities 
beyond the traditional ad buy in gay magazines. 
American.Airlines, for example, ~ the official airline 
of the Gay Games as well as a sponsor of a new, 
innovativewedceod-longgaybusinessandentertain-
ment expo in Boston, Bolton Pruk Show '97 
Boiton Prilk Show "Yls unique approach 
may help to explain why it has attracted the sponsor-
ship of such high-powered companies as American 
Express Financial Advisors, BankBoston Poland 
Spring, Towes Records, Copley Place and Wain-
wright Bank. BOiton Pride Show ''YT will give busi-
DC&8al unpuallclcdacma to New England's gay and 
lesbian coosumers, providing the upbeat, positive 
backdrop large coqxrate spoosors want for their 
products and savices while attracting as many as 
10.000 altaldeal with a range of enteriainment. Ovez 
the c.ourse of a werkeod, the &how will feature live 
and silent auctions, book signings, musical enter-
tainment, networlcing opportunities with gay-owned 
and gay friendly businesses, and product demon-
strations. The event will also offer community ser-
vice organil.ations the opportunity to host indepen-
dent fund-raisers during the show. 
Among the local businesses participating in 
Boston Pride Show '97 is Ira Motor Group one of 
the largest car dealer groups in the Northeast. The 
auto dealez eagerly added the high-visibility Boston 
Pride Show '97 to its overall marketing strategy, 
having began a successful ad campaign last year in 
Boston-area gay newspapers. David Hult, director 
of sales for Ira Motor Group, says its decision to 
marlcet to the gay and lesbian comm\lllities was smart 
and has been well-received. 'We look for opportu-
nities like Boston Pride Show to show this commu-
nity that we welcome their business and that our 
staff is educated and aware of their concerns," says 
Hult. 
Non-profits participating in the show do so 
free of charge. One hundred percent of any funds 
raised by the charitable organi7.ations during Bos-
ton Pride Show '97 go to those organiz.ations and 
their services. 
The Shared Heart, published by William 
Morrow & Co. and distributed nationwide, is a stir-
ring book created by photographer Adam Mastoon 
combining photographs and narratives. Each photo 
is a striking portrait of a lesbian, gay male, or bi- · 
sexual young person and is accompanied by the 
subject's first-person account of coming out to 
friends and family. The Shared Heart strives to pre-
vent homophobia, to educate students, teadiers and 
parents, and to encourage tolerance, acceptance and 
understanding. 
During B06ton Prilk Show '97, the Shared 
Heart project will exhibit a number of the book's 
photographs and hand-written narratives. Pride 
Show attendees who donate $50 or more to The 
Shared Heart can have a copy of the book sent in 
their name to their high school or college hbrary. 
Photographer Adam Mastoon will be available to 
sign copies of the book. 
Community Servings, Boston's free hot 
home-deliveredmealsprogramforpeoplelivingwilh 
AIDS, will be hosting a cafe' throughout the 
week-end long event. Attendees will be able to en-
joy a wide range of tasty food withal of the rev-
enue generated at the cafe' lrenefiting the meals 
program. Community servings has been serving 
the homebo\llldAIDS community for seven years, 
daily serving as many as 400 people living with AIDS 
and their dependents. 
Boston's AIDS Action Committee will be 
conducting their fifteenth annual Holiday Auction 
during Boston Pride Show '97. Theorganil.ation's 
longest-nmning yearly event, the auction features 
free food and both live and silent auctions. The in-
credible array of iteim to be auctioned include an-
tiques, cruises, hotel and restaurant certificates, 
health am beauty seivices, and much more. Between 
$40,000 - $80,000 worth of merchandise will be 
auctioned. The Holiday Auctioohastremendousper-
sonal meaning to AIDS Action Committee as it was 
the organil.ation' s first fund raising event which fi-
nanced many of its earliest services to people living 
with AIDS. 
AIDS Action Committee's rwaleshop, B~ 
mer.mgs, will host a booth filled with shop mezchan-
dise gcner~ly donated by some ofBoston's fmest 
retailers. Among the many items for sale will be ex-
qu~ite hand-made papas, gift and glass wares, and 
clothing from Boston boutiques and department 
stores.Boommngswillalsoproduceafashionshow 
featuring a sampling of then\Dllerous styles and fm-
ery to be foWld in their Bostoo store. 
Fenway Community Health Centez, serving 
a large portion ofBoston's gay and lesbian commu-
nity, will host a booth promoting its multitude of 
services whidl, along with traditionalmedicalhealth 
care. 
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Community Pride Resources 
MUG PA 
a state-wide, non-partisan organi:zation 
formed to educate the general public, politi-
cians, and media on UG issues. Primary goals 
are to involve the UG community in Maine's 
political process,promotecivil rights, develop 
and review legislation, endorse candidates, 
build a coalition, and oppose anti-gay legisla-
tion and referenda. Meetings are the third 
Thursday of the month at the Maine Educa-
tion Association building in Augusta. Ques-
tions, please call (207) 761-3732 or (800) 55-
MLGPA. 
Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians 
and Gays 
P-FLAG promotes the health and well-
being of gay, lesbian, bisexual and 
transgendered persons, their families and 
friends through support, education and advo-
cacy. Come and celebrate our children a nd 
friends just the way they are! (See listings for 
Maine & New Hal!}pshire under PHONE 
SUPPORT and SUPPORT GROUPS.) 
Northern Lambda Nord 
an educational, informational, social, 
and service organi:zation serving lesbian, gay, 
bisexual and transgendered people in north-
New Hampitlre P·FLAG M~ 
Conoord: Meets 3rd Sunday from 3-5 pm 
at 1st Congregational Church, Wa.wngton &Ncrth 
Main Streets. (use Washington St entrance). FMI 
call 603-472-4944. 
Seaamt: Meets 1st Tuesday from 7-9 pm 
at Stratham Comrn.mity Church, Emery Lane, 
Stratham (1st right west of Rte 101 circle). FMI 
call 603-772-5196. 
. Plymouth: Meets fustSunday, 7-9pm, Ply-
rrouth Congregational Church. FMI call 603-968-
7254 er 603-786-9812. 
Maine P-FLAG M~ 
Portland: Meets 2nd Tuesdly 7-9 PM at 
Woodford; Congregational Crurch, 202 Woodfotds 
St. FMI call 207-766-5158 or 207-774-3441. 
Brunswick/Bath: Brunswick-Bath Chap-
ter of Lesbian.'! and Gays (PH.AG) meets on the 
last Th1rsday of each rronth at 7pm in the room 
across from the library, Mid-Coast Hospital, 
Brunswick Pleaseusethebackdoorfromtheback 
parking lot. FMI call 207-729-0519. 
~Aubum:MeetslastSundayofthe 
rronthfrom6:30-8:30pm FMI call 207-783-9789. 
w~·s center 
Belfast-Weekly rrmings, 9AMain St, 2nd 
floor (above Jaret & Cohn). Group rrm:ing every 
Wednesday, 6:15 pm Warren's Spirituality~ 
· erings, Mondays 7-9 pni. FMI call 207-338-5702 
NA: JU!lt for Today 
· meetings every Wednesday, 8: 1~ pm, at St 
Luke's Ca~!, State St , Portlaro. Use Park St. 
entrance in rear. Also Friday m:eting, 8:00 pm, 
hnmanuel Bapti&t Church, corn:r Deering & High 
St, Use entrance off Deering St. 
Out and About 
a lesbian surport and educational group, 
meets on 1st & 3rd Wednesday rronthly, 7:00 pm, 
United Methxli'!t Church, 129 Miller Av~ Ports.. 
rrouth, NH. FMI: roB 5691, Ponsrrnuth, NH 
039)2, or call 603-430-5418. 
AmChwhi 
A Maine Lesbian/Gay Jewish support 
group, ireel.5 rrnnthly. FMI call 207-883.fffi4. 
Exeter Congregational Chmch 
United Church of Christ in Exeter, NH has 
adopted an Open and Affinning Stat:em21t & wel-
COin'S all God's children to wcrship, Sundays, 10 
a.m 21 Front St (near Court St) Co-pi.stars the 
Revs. Michael LC Henderson & Jane Geffken 
Henderson. FMI call Ingrid at 603-772-6221 . 
em Maine and New Brunswick. Meetings 
are 2nd Sunday of every month at 1 pm 
(ME), 2 pm (N-B), at the Gay-Lesbian Com-
munity Services Center, 398 S. Main St., 
Caribou. FMI write NLN, PO Box 990, Cari-
bou, ME 04736-0990. The Phoneline is 
staffed every Monday, Wednsday, and Fri-
day from 7 -9 pm Call 207-498-2088 or 1-
800-468-2088 
· The Matlovich Society 
An educational and cultural organi-
:zation of lesbians, bisexuals, gay men, and 
friends committed to sharing our history as 
well as providing person-affirming presen-
tations and discussions in a supportive envi-
ronment. Meetings on the second and fourth 
Thursday every month at 7:30 pm at the 
Holiday Inn By the Bay, 88 Spring St. Port-
land. Free parking and accessible to the 
mobility-impaired. Call 207-773-8308 
National Association of Social Workers, 
ME. 
Chapter, Sexual Minority Issues Com-
mittee welcomes new social work members. 
Our purpose is to educate, provide resources, 
and lobby legislators on issues involving 
sexual minorities in Maine. FMI call NASW, 
207-622-7592. 
Hate Crimes & Bias Incidents: 
Have you or someone you know been a 
victim? Call the Civil Rights Section of the 
Maine Department of the Attorney General at 
626-8844. 
Citizens Alliance for Gay and Lesbian 
Rights: (CAGLR), 
New Hampshire's oldest progressive 
gay/lesbian civil rights organi:zation, welcomes 
all those interested in these goals to weekly 
meetings, pro~, ~ials and various other 
events. Newsletter. Call Info-line 603-224-
1686 or write to PO Box 730, Concord, NH 
03302-0730. 
The Rainbow Business & Professional 
Association 
A state-wide, non-profit organization 
established to create a gay, lesbian, bi and 
transgendered "chamber of commerce" for 
Maine. Meetings for networking or dinner 
with speaker events, held in the Greater Port-
land area, second Monday of the imnth. FMI 
write P.O. Box 6627, Scarborough, ME 04070-




The crganimion Dignity/Maine offer.; 
SIW()I'tiveMasses fer V'lf'olt Catholics & their 
fiieocWfamilies. Meets every Sunday at 6:00 
pm in St. Lukes Catheaal, side chapel, 143 State 
St., Portland. Coffee & des.sert after the li:tu'gy. 
FMI call Rosernuy or Janet 207-646.2820 er 
Laurie: 207-878-0546 or write: Dignity/Main~ 
roB 8113, Portland .04104. All replies kept 
-confidential. 
The Appolo Society 
an out-reach, netwerking and social er-
ganization for New England's gay and lesbian 
atheists, free-thinkers, ethical humanists and 
Hellenes. Free speech'civil rights advocacy 
group offering freedom-from-religion suppcrt, 
religious de-programming and fun! FMI call 
207-773-5726 er P.O. Box 5301, Portlaoo, ME 
04101. 
Cmununity clHope 
A Christian congregation which claims 
a primary ministry with gay and lesbian poople 
and strives to be inclusive of all persons. Wor-
ship on Saturdays at 4:00 PM atlmrmnuel Bap-
tist Church, 156 High St, Portland. FMI write 
CommunityofHope. POB 1671,Pcrtland,ME 
041014. 
Central Maine Gay Men's Supporl Group 
We provide a safe place to discuss issues 
going on in our lives or just to be with people 
in a safe non-alcoholic enviromem. 
FMlca11207-621-1888er207-621-4254. 
Gay, Lesbian, Bmual Discussion Group 
lstand 3rd Fridays each rrnnth, 7-9 pm 
First Universalist Church, 345 Broadway, 




For men who ha·ve sex with men. 
Monthly rn:eting,; to talk abott issues and cou-
cerns. Call 207-9'J0-2005 form:reinfo &meet-
ing times. 
Q-SqUIUi 
Support group for lesbian, gays, bi's & 
tramgendered. Serving Franklin Col.Dlty, based 
at UM Farmington. FMI call airl leave mes-
sage at 207-778-7380. 
'IranSupp<rt 
Support group fer crossdres.'!crs, trans-
sexuals, their families, friend'!. Meets in secure 
locations to providesuwart, education & social 
activities. Write TransSupport, P.O. Box 17622, 
Fbrtland, 04112 or inane 207-945-3()1)2. 
Gendrr 'Jlll( North 
Gender suppcrt. Write fer newsletter, P.O. 
Box421,Peterborough,NH03458.603-924-
8828. E-mail gtnorth@top.monad .net 
Web page (under construction) http:// 
top .monad. netJ- gtnorth/index.htm 
'lhms Comsemg 
Cheshire Counseling Assoc., PO Box 1124, 
Keene, NH 03431 . 603-357-5544. . 
Maine Bisemal Peq,le's Network 
Meets as a put of Bisaual Discus.'!ion & 
Support Group (see listing below). For 
counceling &'or other bi suppat, write: P.OBox 
10818, Fbrtland, ME, 04104-6818 
Bisexual Discussion & Support Group 
Discus.'!ion and~ groq, for woiren 
and 1m1. Meets 15 & 'J Wednesdays rrnnthly, 
7:30-9pm in room 1, 
Payson Smith Hall, Falroo.rth st., Univer-
sity of So.ME, Portland. Open to non-students 
and stooents of all ages. 
FMIFax: SHOIMES@maine.maine.edu. 
or Call 780-3757(private voice rmil) 
Prisoners f-1 Gender 
(Reiu;ing to be Barbi~ Kener both). Meets 
every Friday at 1: 15 pm at Davis Room, Mem:>-
rial Union, UM at Cxono 
Lesbian/Bisexual Support Group 
MeetseveryTuesdly, 7-9 IM,at Warren's 
Resource Center 101 Fernald Hall at UM Cxono. 
FMI call 207-581-1425. 
Dover,NH 
Gay,Lesbian, Bisemtl &Transgel¥kred 
support Group meets Sundays 7-8pm, Q.iaker 
Mtg. House, Central Ave. Social times too. FMI 
call 603-743-GAY2 eves. 
LewilCon!Amtan 
A new gay, lesbian, bisexual support group 
for the Lewiston/Auburn area meets Mondays at 
7 pm at the Unitarian-l,Tniversalist Church on 
Spring St, Auburn. 
Bangor Lesbim Supporl Group 
This Lesbian Support Groop welcoin"S any 
woman who self-identifies as a lesbian. They seek 
to create woman-only, lesbian-pa;itive space to 
explore issues and affnm thermel.ves and each an-
other as lesbians . Confidentiality, open-
mindednes.'! and respect are required. Meets 1st 
and 3rd Wednesdays from 6:30-8:00 pm 
Maha Wadswm1:h Wmien's Health Center 
334 Harlow St, Banger. FMI: call 207-
947-5337. 
Maine Speakout Project for Equal 
Rights 
Trains and deJ?loys volunteers state-wide to 
speak with citizen groups in their towns and 
regions about their lives and the lives of oth-
ers who experience discrimination in Maine. 
For information on activities in your county: 
207-879-0480 or write: MSOP, 123 Con-
gress St., #1, Portland 04101. You need 
not be a speaker to work with Speakout! 
Gay, Lesbian, Straight Education 
Network 
GLSEN is a national organization 
working to end homophobia in schools. 
GLSEN members are committed to the be-
lief that all student,; have the right to learn 
in schools which are free from discrimina-
tion, harassment and threats. All people 
who share this philosophy, regardless of 
sexual orientation or occupation, are wel-
come as members. The Southern Maine 
chapter of GLSEN meets 6:30 - 8:30 on the 
fourth Monday of the month (with some ex-
ceptions for holidays and vacations) at 
Waynflete School Library, 64 Emery St., 
Portland. Non-members welcome. FMI 
207-773-9547 or write POB 10334, Port-
land ME 04104. 
s.N.A.P. 
Survivors Network of Tha.e Abused by 
lliests.Monthlysupport.groopferrn:n& warren 
healing from sexual abuse by cifrgy of any de-
nomnation. Meets in Portland location on third 
Friday of the rrnnth. FMI call 207-774-~. 
DEGLO (Down Fast Gay & Lei>im Org.) 
Meets 2nd Saturday of the rrnnth, 5:30 
pm at the UU Church, Park Street, Banger. 
Maine Gender Resouru & Support Service 
Infonnation, referrals and erucation for 
the transgender corrurnnity, helping profession-
als and the general µ.iblic. Write MeGReSS, ro 
Box 1894,Banger,ME 04402-1894orcall 207-
945-3092. 
AU Maine Tnm.gender 
Group Support for all Crossdressers, 
Transvestites, Tramgenders, Transexuals. All 
inclusive group, gay, lesbian, bi, straight C.Onfi-
dential and descreet, Bangor meeting place. 
Meets the 2nd and 4th Friday of each rrnnth. 
Call 207-947-1686 fer t:iire and place; or FMI 
write AMT P.O. Box 145Brewer,ME04412. 
Gay/Lesbim'Bisexual Parents Group 
Fordates, places airl times writeGLB Par-
ents Group, P.O. Box 10818, Portland, ME 
04104. 
M~ers and Kim Group 
Social events airl group sUfP)rt for lesbians and 
their children. Eiq,hasis on inclusion of lesbi-
ans in the process ofbeoorning iregnantor adq,t-
ing. Meets imnthly in the greater Portland area. 
FMI write: P.O. Box 2235, Solih Patlarrl, ME 
04116. 
Gladd to be Sober 
Meets Wednesdays at 7:30 pm at the 
North Church - at the corner of north 
Main and Washington Streets - in Con-
cord NH . Use the Washington street 
entrance. 
Tiffany Club of New England 
(TCNE) 
TCNE is a weekly support group for all 
transgender- identified individuals : 
cross-dressers , transsexuals , and others 
along with thier spouses and signifi-
cant others. Meetings are Tuesdays from 
7-lOpm. FMI: TCNE, PO Box 2283, 
Woburn, MA 01888-0483 . 
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HIV Related Support Meetings 
Portland: 
Mondays: People Living with lilV 
disease and all friends, families, partners 
& caregivers, 6:30-8:00 PM. 
Tuesdays: People living with lilV 
disease and all friends, families, lovers and 
caregivers, 10:30am-Noon. TAP, 142 High 
Street Suite 632, Porland, ME 04101. 
2nd & 4th Tuesdays: Living Well fo-
cusing on quality of life and empowerment. 
Wedsndays: Drop-in discussion 
group for married/gay/bisexual/questioning 
men. FMI call Gerry at 207-774-6877. 
1st Wednesday: PAWS (Pets Are 
Wonderful Support), 5:30 pm. Call 775-
PA WS. Charles Wynott, Program Coordi-
nator. 
Thursdays: People living with lilV 
meets from 5:30-7 pm. TAP, 142 High 
Street Suite 632, Porland, ME 04101. 
2nd Thursday: Client Advisory 
Board, open to all clients of The Ams· 
Project, 1:30 pm. 
The above Portland support groups 
meet at The AIDS Projed, 142 High St., 
6th floor.except the Tuesday group, Living 
Well . FMI on that call Sandy Titus at 
Stratogen Health Care. Call Jane O'Rourke 
at 207-774-6877 or 1-800-851-2437 for 
more information. 
Family and Friends Accepting 
Change Together (FFACT), a support 
group sponsored by Northern Maine AIDS 
Network for friends, families & 
careprovidcrs. Meets every 2nd Tuesday, 
7:00 pm, at the Aroostook Medical Center, 
confcrenceroomA. Presque Isle. FMI, Deb 
Madore of Health 1st, 207-768-3056 or 1-
800-432-7881. > 
Auburn: People living with lilV 
disease, Tuesdays, 1:30-3:00pmatAuburn 
Family Planning. Call Diana Carrigan, 
Androscoggin and Oxford Case Manager 
and Support Services Coordinator for TAP 
at the Auburn office, 207-783-7301. 
Bangor: Man 2 Man lilV preven-
tion program for men who have sex with 
men. M2M offers education, lilV testing, 
support groups, lilV I AIDS Hotline and 
workshops. To volunteer or FMI on the 
program call 207-990-2095 or write: Man 
2 Man, POB 2038, Bangor, ME 04402. 
Children's Support Group: Fun ac-
tivities and outings for children who are 
affected by lilV/AIDS. Meetings are held 
twice monthly on Mondays 3:30pm -
5:00pm, Unitarian Universalist Church, 
Park St., behind City Hall in Bangor. FMI 
call 207-990-3626. 
Women's Support Group : Women 
living with mv, meets the last Wednesday 
of each month 10:45am - 12:00pm Call 
207-990-3626. 
Biddeford: People affected or in-
fected by lilV, Mondays, 5:30-7:00 pm. So. 
ME. Medical Center classroom opposite 
cafeteria on 2nd floor. Call John Bean, 
York County Case Manager, 207-774-
6877. 
Farmington: Thursdays: 6:30-8:30 
pm. lilV + support group. Call Christie 
Foster at Tri-County Health Services, 778-
4553, for location. 
Gardiner: 1st & 3rd Wednesdays: 
People Living with lilV meets from 1:30-3 
pm at the KVRHA Annex. Call MASS at 
725-4955. 
Kennebunk: Drop-in discussion 
group every Tuesday for married/gay/ bi-
sexual/questioning men at TAP Office, 
Lafayette Center, downtown Kennebunk. 
FMI call Gerry at 207-774-6877. 
Lewiston: 4th Thursday: Great 
Sexpectations monthly drop-ins for gay, bi 
& questioning men of all ages. 7:00-10:00 
PM, ACLA office (4 Lafayette St.) FMI, 
Sean-207 /786-4697. 
Rumford/Mexico Area: Mondays: 
AIDS Support Group/Phoneline meets from 
7-8:30 pm at Mexico Congregational 
Church, Main Street, Mexico. Call 364-
8603. 
New Hampshire: 
Derry area: Support group open to 
anyone infected with AIDS/lilV. Hosted by 
the Ecumenical AIDS Task Force, at St. 
Thomas Aquinas. FMI or reserevations, call 
Jane Dwyer at 603-432-7530. 
Keene: Support group for families , 
friends, partners of persons living with AIDS 
or who have died of AIDS. Confidential & 
anonymous. Meets every other Wed., at 
Planned Parenthood, 7-8:30 pm Call Dor-
othy Anderson at 603-756-4735. 
Keene: Support group for lilV posi-
tive people and those living with AIDS meets 
alternate Mon. 6:30 pm. For details call 
Schultz, 603-357-5270. 
Lebanon/Hanover: ACoRN offers 
support groups, case management, commu-
nity referrals and HIV prevention program,; 
for people in the Upper Valley. FMI call 
John or Mark at 800-816-2220. 
Monadnock Region: For info., refer-
rals, testing, buddies, speakers & volunteer 
opportunities call AIDS Services for the 
Monadnock Region at 603-357-6855 or 1-
800-639-7903 or call United Way Help-
line, 1-800-368-4357. 
Nashua area: Two weekly self-help 
groups for those infected with, or affected 
by, IIlV/AIDS. For times, dates and loca-
tions, call 603-595-8464. 
N.H. Seacoast "Connections" sup-
port group for care givers, parents, families 
and friends, all those whose lives are af-
fected by HIV/AIDS. "Connections" meets 
every month on second Tuesdays from 7 to 
8:30 p.m., at the Exeter Congregational 
Church 21 Front St. Exeter, NH. Discus-
sions, information sharing and support are 
offered in a friendly and private atmosphere. 
FMI 603-772-6221, nr 603-436-8963 . 
Peterborough: Support group for 
family, partners and friends whose lives 
have been affected by IIlV/AIDS meets 
Tues. at noon. Call Maria Rosario-603-924-
7191 , ext. 1126 for details. 
Winnipesaukee Region: IIlV/AIDS sup-
port group meets Wednsdays from 7 -9 pm 
at Lakes Region General Hospital. FMI cal 
Wayne at 603-524-3211 ext 3900. 
Phone Support By Region 
National Center for Lesbian 
Rights Youth Project: 1-800-528-
NCLR. 
Man 2 Man hotline -Providing 
HIV /AIDS information, and 
referals for identity and emotional 
support services. Staffed Mon- Fir. 
8:30 - 4:30. Call 207-990-2095 or 
in Maine 1-800-429-1481. 
Gay & Lesbian Phoneline of 
Maine: Staffed Monday, Wednsday 
and Friday from 7 pm - 9 pm. Call 
207-498-2088 or (Maine) 800-468-
2088. 
Boston Alliance of Lesbian and 
Gay Youth (BAGLY): 1-800-347-
TEEN. 
National Hotline for gay, lesbian, 
bisexual & transgender youth . 
Sponsored by the Indianapolis 
Youth Group. Staffed & trained, 
peer youth counselors . Lines are 
open Sunday thru Thursday 7-10 
pm, Friday and Saturday 7 pm to 
midnight. Confidential and anony-
mous . Call 1-800-347-TEEN 
HIV-AIDS Prevention Project: Bridgton: Community Task Force on CONTACTS IN NEW HAMP-
Staffed Monday, Wednsday, and 
Friday from 7 - 9 pm. Call 207-
498-2088 or (Maine) 800-468-2088 
The AIDS Line: 1-800-851-AIDS 
or 775-1267. HIV/AIDS related 
AIDS: 583-6608 - SHIRE 
Rumford: Community AIDS Aware-
ness Program: 823-4170 
Lewiston: AIDS Coalition of 
Lewiston/Auburn: 786-4697 
P-FLAG NH 24 hour Helpline: 603-
623-6023 
New Hampshire: Teen Crisis Line 
- 1-800-639-6095/1-800-750-2524. 
questions, call Mon.-Sat. 9 am-5 Waterville: Dayspring: 626-3435 Concord: Judy, 603/485-3943 
pm, Mon. & Wed. evenings until Ellsworth: Down East AIDS Net- Webster: Betsy, 603/746-3818 
7:30 pm. Anonymous. work: 667-3506 Nashua: Nancy, 603/880-8709 
DIAL KIDS: For lesbian, gay, bi Oxford HHls: Oxford Hills Commu- Kensington: Nora/John, 6031772-
& questioning youth under 19 yrs . nity AIDS Network: 743-7451. 3893 
774-TALK. Mid coast: Gay men's HELP LINE, Stratham: Betty, 6031772-5196 
Ingraham Volunteers: Call 774- 6:00-9:00 pm (only) M-F 207-863- Francestown: Cy/Gordon, 603/547-
HELP (774-4357). 2728. FAX 207-863-2794. Also, gay · 2545 
The AIDS Project 774-6877. Lo- youth info. Rumney: Ann, 603/786-9812 
cated at 142 High St., 6th floor, ' Upper Valley: Fel, 603-785-4810. 
Portland 04101. Call for informa- Parents & Friends of Lesbians & 
tion and support group meetings in Gays (P-FLAG) Contacts in Maine 
Portland, Lewiston, Brunswick. (* indicates monthly meetings) 
Bangor: Eastern Maine AIDS Net- *Dover-Foxcroft: 564-7986 - Sharon 
work: 990-3626 *Brunswick/Bath: 729-0519 - Sally 
Penobscot County: HIV/AIDS & Gene 
Hotline-1-800-429-1481 *Lewiston/Auburn: 783-6964 -
Belfast: Waldo-Knox AIDS Coali- Estelle 
tion: 338-1427 *Portland: Rita, 766-5158 or Sue, 
Brunswick: Merrymeeting AIDS 774-3441 
Support Services: 725-4995 
DOVER, NH: 
Gay,Lesbian,Bisexual & 
Transgender Helpline for informa-
tion, referral or need to talk. M-F 
6-10 pm, Sat.-Sun. 9am-2pm. 603/ 
743-GAY2. 
Maine AIDs Alliance 
Maine AIDS Alliance: 39 Green Box 2038, Bangor, ME 04401. Call 207-
Street, Augusta, ME 04330. Call 207-621- 990-3626. 
2924. Fax: 207-622-2662. Merrymeeting AIDS Support 
AIDS Coalition of Lewiston/Au- Service: PO Box 57, Brunswick, ME 
burn: P.O. Box 7977, Lewiston,ME04243. 04011. Call 207-725-4955. 
Call 207-786-4697. Names Project/Maine: P.O. Box 
AIDS Lodging House: 142 High 10248, Portland, ME 04104. Call 207-
Street Suite 609, Portland, ME 04101. Call 774-2198. 
207-773-7165. Oxford Hills Community AIDS 
Camp Chrysalis: PO Box 990, Network: PO Box 113, Paris, ME 04271. 
Belfast, Maine 04915. Call 207-3338-5089. Call 207-743-7451. 
Community AIDS Awareneu Pro- Peabody House: 14 Orchard St., 
gram: PO Box 457, Rumford, ME 04276 Portland,ME 04102. Call207-774-6281. 
Call 207-364-8603. People With AIDS Coalition of 
Community Task Force on AIDS ME,: 696 Congress Street, Portland, ME 
Education: POBox941,Naples,ME04055. 04101. Call 773-8500. 
Dayspring AIDS Support Services: The AIDS Project (TAP): PO Box 
32 Winthrop St., Augusta, ME 04330. Call 5305, Portland, ME 04101. Web page -
207-626-3432. www.neis .net/aidsproject. E-mail -
DownEastAIDSNetwork: 114State aidsproj@neis.net Call 207-774-6877. 
St., Ellsworth, ME 04605. Call 207-667- Waldo-Knox AIDS Coalition: P.O. Box 
3506. . 956, Belfast, ME 04915. Call 207-338-
Eastern Maine AIDS Network: PO 1427. 
Youth Support 
OUTRIGHT 
Bangor: Fridays 5:00-7:30 pm, 
Uniterian Universalist Church, Park St, be-
hind City Hall in Bangor. FMI call 207-990-
3626. 
Outright Too: Supportive, infor-
mative and social meetings for gay, les-
bian, bisexual, and questioning youth age 
22 and under. Safe place for questions, 
growth, and fun. Held twice monthl;y, 
FMI call207-990-3626, Shawn or 
Shannetta. 
Central Maine: Weekly confide& 
tial meetings for gay, lesbian and ques-
tioning youth 22 years and under. First 
Call at 207-795-6677 OR 1-800-339-
4042 and ask about Outright. 
Lewiston/ Auburn: Meets first and 
third Fridays. Confidential meetings for gay, 
lesbian, bisexual, transgender, & question-
ing youth 22 years and under. Call 786-2717 
for more information. 
Portland: Meets every Fri., 7:30-9:30 
pm, The People's Building, 155 Brackett St., 
2nd floor, Portland. Safe & supportive dis-
cussions with and for gay, lesbian, bisexual 
& questioning young people. FMI call 774-
TALK, or 774-HELP or write to P .0 . Box 
5077., Portland, ME. 04101. 
Waldo-Knox : Meets every other Sun-
day in Camden for 'lfJ/'o or questioning youth 
22 & under. Confidential, supportive, safe 
space for growth, discussion & fun. FMI Lisa 
at Waldo-Knox AIDS Coalition 338-1427 
or write P.O. Box 956, Belfast, ME 04915. 
Collect calls okay. 
Concord :: Meets every Thurs., 7-9 
pm at UU Church, 274 Pleasant St., next to 
concord Hospital & Orthopedics Clinic. 
603/664-9169. 
Monadnock: Meets every Thurs.,7-
9 pm at 'The Place To Go", 46 Concord St. 
(Rt 202 N), Peterborough, 603/547-2545. 
Nashua : Meets every 2nd & 4th 
Thursday at UU Church comer of Canal & 
Lowell Sts. (near Dunkin Donuts) . Call 
Steve or Gypsy at 603/672-0792. Email: 
OutrightNH@AOL.com 
Seacoast: Meets every Sun. 5-7 pm 
(movie night), Tues. 6-8 pm (drop in), & 
Friday from 7 to 9 pm (support group) at 
the UU Church Annex (next to fire station), 
206 Court St., PortsIOOuth NH. FMI call 603/ 
431-1013, P.O. Box 842, Portsmouth NH 
03801. 
CO LAGE 
A national support group run by and 
for the children of gay, lesbian or bisexual 
parents. fMI call COLAGE, 2300 Market 
St.,#165, Dept P, San Francisco, CA 94114. 
Online/Internet 
The Maine GayNet Mail List 
Share your ideas and opinions with 
other list members. To subscribe to this 
list, send e-mail to 
majordomo@abacus.oxy.edu. In the mes-
sage part, write "subscribe me,.gaynet" 
The Maine GayNet Home Page 
An ever-changing display of events 
and information. Meetings, contact people, 
resources , & referrals . Point your WEB 
Browser to: Http://www.qrd.org/www/\;.sa/ 
maine. FMI e-mail Paula Stockholm: 
paula@maine.com. 
San Francisco Gay/Lesbian Tourism 
Guide 
An online merchant-sponsored 
Internet website geared to gay and lesbian 
travellers to the San Francisco area. It is 
compatible with most mainstream web 
browsers. Address: www.gaysf.com 
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Medical Support 
Plllnned Parenthood d'Northem New 
F.rpnd 
S~ men and wom:n, offering annual 
c:x:ams, pregnancy testing, birth control info. & 
supplies (free condoms!), testing and treatment 
for infedions and SID's, nmcpause support and 
rmre. Evening hol!rs, affordable scrviccs, and 
corq,letecon6dmtiality. Medicaid wdcome. 970 
Forest Ave., Portland. fMI call 207-874-1()()5. 
FREE FAMILY 11tERAP'V 
availableforindividuak & families( of any 
type) who are affected by mv disease. fMI, con-
tact Ouis Behan, MSW at Caitcr for Training 
and Special lrograms. 200-773-6658. 
1em ure Center 
Youth Clinic sponscrcd by Qty of Port-
land Pl.i>lic Hea1th, Moooay-Friday (10:00-11 :30 
am) The homeless health team's yruh clinic ~ a 
place whc'e you can recove free health care in a 
frierdly enviromnem. Located on Ote;tmt St 
across from Portland High School Confxk,,tial 
health services with access to oda' support you 
may need Drop in between 10 to 10:45 am. 
Sc,maly 'lhuanitted Dilaase Cine 
Portland SID Clinic provides full range ix 
services from sm,emng & treatnat, education 
& counseling and mv antibodyt.esting and coun-
seling. LocatedinRoom303ofQtyHalL Amny-
IID\li lilV testing by appointrrent OD weekdays 
from8 am to 5 pm Call 207-874-8784. F<r 
other SID services: 207-874-8446. 
Coping with Caregjmg 
Irovides support fortmsccaring for a dis-
abled or chronicallyAennnallyill person. Group 
imets on 2nd and 4fu Hiday of the rmnth at noon 
at Mercy Ha;pital Board Room, sixth floo: FMI 
call '}f)7-879-34TI. 
Bna8t self-aam c--.s 
TheBreMtHealthResoorcec.entcratMercy Ho&-
pital ~ offering free sdf~xam classes to tCICh 
women how to pofonn tx'eaSt sdf-ewns, what. 
to look fer, what a Iwq, might feel like, and what 
to do if youfindsom:thing 1hatdoesn'tseemrigtt. 
CJa&cies are on~ 3rd Thnday of~ ImDth on 
the 5th flocr. fMI, er to rcgistfr, call W7~ 
3791 
Social Groups 
Maine Frmtrunn«s: a gay and lesbian 
running club sponsoring weekly run in Portland 
We meet at the beginning of Back Cove Walk-
way (corner Baxter Blvd & Preble St Ext.), Sat-
urdays; 9 am FMI call Jim 761-W59 or John 
828-4896. 
Out on MDI: For gays, lesbians, bi's and 
our friends. Very active social/support group. 
Meets every Tuesday at 7:00 pm Newcomers 
always welcome. FMI, 'Yrite our ON MDI, 
POBox367,SouthwestHarbor,ME04679-0367 
or call 207-288-2502 and leave a message. 
SOW: Monthly Gatherings for Older, 
Single Lesbians: for fun & friendship. FMI call 
Kathy 207-688-4737 or 207-725-0179. 
W.O.W. (WildOutdoor Wmien): Rec-
reational group m:ets monthly for outdoor ac-
tivities followed by pot luck socials. Activities: 
biking, hiking, camping, canoeing, kayaking. 
FMI: Jen @ 207-787-2379 
W~tein Club: Meets every Thurs-
day at 6:30 pm at Memorial Union, Sutton 
Lounge, UM at Orono. 
ALMA: Active Lesbians of the Monad-
nock Area (formerly the Monadnock Area 
Women) meet on the 2nd and 4th Friday of the 
Imnth. fMI_cal) 603-363-4961. 
Dartmouth Wmien's Meeting: Meets 
every Monday at 9 pm at the Women's Rcsourc.e 
Center, Darttmuth College. FMI call 6o3-64fr 
3636. 
LINC: Lesbians Inviting New Conneic-
tions. A netwak serving women in New F.n-
gland. FMI call Pauli at 603-668-9245. 
Mountain Valley Men (MVM): A 
group of gay men of all ages in norhteastan 
Ne,N Hanp;hireand southwestern Maine who 
get together for potluck supper m:dings at 6:30 
pm on the first Thursday of each IIX>nth at the 
Center of Hope in Red&one(NH); outdoor ac-
tivities and mcc:tings are listed in the rmnthty 
newsletter; FMI: MVM, Box 36, Or Conway, 
NH 03813; Paul or Dave at 207-925-1034; e-
mail DFISPAIP@AOL.COM .. 
Seacoast Gay Men: Social group meets 
Mondays (except holidays), 7 pm Unitarian 
Universalist Oiurc:h, 292 State St, Portsmxrth, 
NH. FMI call (603) 430-4052, or write P.O. 
Box 1394, Portsm:>uth 03802-1394. 
Women Meeting Women: Lesbian 
social/support group meeting IOOnthly at the 
Unitarian-Univcrsalist Olurch on the 2nd Sat-
urday of the every IOOD1h from 2:30 - 6 pm 
fMI call Dianne at 603-881-4268, or by e--mail 
DBalbat@aoLcom 
<lliltemMountian aub: Gayandl.es-
bian outdoor organization with about 1,200 
membm; throughout New England. Activi-
ties include hiking, back packing, biking, ca-
noeing, skiing etc; Monthly newsletter listing 
trips each Imnth. Call either Tracy Green at 
207-828-2535 oc Mike Boisvert at 603-669-
1936. 
Music&Art 
Women In Harmony 
an eclectic choral ensemble open to all 
women regardless of age, race, religion, or 
sexual orientation. If you are interested in 
becoming a member or volunteering organi-
zational skills, send SASE (including your 
phone number) to P .0. Box 5136 Sta. A, 
Portland, ME. 04101, or call 207/774-4940. 
Maine Gay Men's Chorus 
a community chorus which brings men 
together to enhance social tolerance and di-
versity in the Greater Portland area, as well 
as affirming the gay/lesbian experience with 
creative and lively musical entertainment. 
FMI call 774-2704 or write M.G.M.C., P.O. 
Box 10391, Portland, ME. 04104. 
The Maine Gay Visual Artist's League 
meets on the third Wednesday of ev-
ery month. The League is a non-profit, ere,. 
ativesupportnetworkfor Maine's gay & les-
bian visual artists community. fMI call 775-
3420. 
- , 
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October Calendar of Events 
OCTOBER 22 thru NOVEMBER 23 
Hamkt presented at the Oak Street The-
ater, 92 Oak Street, Portland, Me. FMI: 
207-775-5103. 
OCTOBER 30 thru NOVEMBER 30 
Man of LaManclul presented at the Sea-
coast Repertocy Theater, 125 Bow Street, 
Portsmouth, NH. FMI: 603-433-4472 
or 800-639-7650. 
NOVEMBER 2 thru 23 
Rameau t Nephew presented by Portland 
Stage Company, 25A Forest Avenue, 
Portland, Me. FMI: 207-774-0465. 
NOVEMBER 6 thru 23 
Gl.engarry GI.en Ross presented by the 
Penobscot Theater Company, 183 Main 
Street, Bangor, Me. FMI: 207-942-3333. 
NOVEMBERS* 
OUR FAMILY REUNION: EMBRAC-
ING ALL SHADES OF LAVENDER, 5* 
Annual Statewide Conference and Our 
Town Meeting; 8:30am to 4:30pm at the 
Rutland High School, Rutland, Vt. FMI: 
802-623-6131. 
An Evening with the Royal Court of 
New YorkpresentedbytheAIDS Com-
munity Resource Center (ACORN); a 
drag show by some of the finest cross-
dressed professionals from New York 
stage and theater; to be held at the 
American Legion Post 22, South Main 
Street, White River Junction. Vt. $10/ 
advance; $15 /door. 
Thanksgiving dinner with the Lakes and 
Mountain Women; 6pm in Rumney, 
NH. FMI: 603-726-3667. 
NOVEMBER 12• 
Dinner with Oscar & Zeke followed by 
movie night with the Women of the 
Woo~; 5pm in Montpelier, Vt. FMI: 
802-229-0109. 
NOVEMBER 13• 
About the Rainbow Heart and Cour-
age: a program by Cliff Anchor, who 
was Leonard Matlovich's and has been 
a gay activist since 1958. He was a 
Bush appointee to the Selective Service, 
a NATO delegate, Broadcaster, Jour-
Maine Writers & 
Publishers Alliance 
ILLUSTRATING AND WRIT-
ING PICTURE BOOKS. Saturday, 
November 15 at the Page Gallery and 
Studio in Waterville. Call Maine Writ-
ers & Publishers Alliance to register, 
729-7333. 
'TIIE ART OF INTERVIEW-
ING WORKSHOP WITH CAROL 
BRIGHfMAN. Saturday & Sunday; 
November 15 and 16 from 10:00 a.m. 
- 3:00 p.m. at the Round Top Center 
for the Arts in Damariscotta. Call 
Maine Writers & Publishers Alliance 
to register, 729-6333. 
GRAMMAR WORKSHOP 
WITH AMY MACDONALD. Sat-
urday, November 8. from 1-4 p.m. 
a' the MWPA office in Brunswick. 
Call Maine Writers & Publishers 
Alliance to register, 729-6333 . 
SCREENWRIDNG WORK-
SHOP. Saturday, November 8 from 
10 a.m. - 3 p.m. at the Portland Pub-
lic Library. Call Maine Writers & 
Publishers Alliance to register 729-
6333 . 
Circle of Hope Metropolitan-
Comntunity Church 
Rev. Cindy J. Solomon Pastor 
Greetings in the Name of our Savior! 
There are some exciting changes go-
ing on at Metropolitan Comnrunity Church! 
We are pleased to inform you that our wor-
ship service is moving to Sundays! We have 
been meeting at 4:00 PM on 
Saturdays. As of Sunday, November 
30,] 997, we will begin tneeting at 2:00 PM 
each Sunday! Join us for the first Sunday in 
Advent as we celebrate the changes God is 
arranging. 
We will continue to meet at the same 
location (Immanuel Baptist Church - comer 
of Deering and High Streets in Portland). 
Shortly, we will be adding a general church 
email address. As soon as the general email 
address is signed on, it will be announced. 
We already have a confidential email ad-
dress for the Pastor. Send email to: 
MCCclergy@aol.com. 
Our phone number is changing! To 
better serve you, we are changing our 
phone answering service. We will an-
nounce that new number as soon as pos-
sible! In the mean time, please contact us 
by mail or email better yet, join us for 
worship! 
MCC is an exciting place to wor-
ship, fellowship and create community. 
Join us as we continue to grow! Peace and 
Justice, 
Rev. Cindy J. Solomon Pastor, 
COHMCC 
P.O. Box 1671 Portland, ME 04104 
Phone 207-775-6684 
nalist, past Commander for the Ameri-
can Legion Alexander Hamilton Post ( a 
post that welcomes gay men and lesbi-
ans), San Francisco War Memorial Com-
missioner, and an honorary Deputy Sher-
iff of Sonoma County. Cliff will tell us 
about the work done by many activists 
over the years since the 1950's; about 
the pre-Stonewall days when crooked 
politicians took payoffs from gay bars; 
abouttheCastrointhe 1960'sand 1970's 
and about the changes that AIDS made 
in the 1980's. Qiffbubbles with enthu-
siasm, excited to be building the family 
of gay men and lesbians. This is a rare 
chance to meet a fascinating man. 
NOVEMBER ts• 
Book swap & potluck; 6pm at Renee's 
in NH. FMI: 603-542-1972 
NOVEMBER t6• 
Butterfly Kiss; 6:45pm at the Hopkins 
Center, Dartmouth College. FMI: 603-
646-2576. 
November22 
Portland Brass Quintet sponsored by 
LIA Arts at the Lewiston Middle School 
Auditorium, 75 Central Avenue, 
Lewiston, Me. FMI: 207-782-7228. 
NOVEMBER 2911l 
November Dance at Northern Lambda 
North (NLN); 8pm (Maine)/9pm (NB). 
FMI: 207-498-2088. 
DECEMBER6• 
Lakes & Mountains 12m Annual Christ-
mas Party and Yankee Swap; 6pm. 
FMI: 603-726-3667. 
DECEMBER 6 & 7 
A Child's Christmas in Wales pre-
sented by the Vintage Repertory Com-
pany AT 11IE Biddeford City Theater, 
Main Street, Biddeford, Me. FMI: 
207-282-0254. 
DECEMBER7• 
Women of the Woods Annual Tacky 
Christmas Party and Yankee Swap; in 
Williamstown, Vt. FMI: 802-433-
5990. 
New Social Group : 
Maine Fruits and Fibers 
This group is open to all GLBT people who knit, quilt, crochet, 
spin, do needlepoint, or any other fiber craft. The group meets on the 
2nd and 4th Wednesdays of every month from 6:30 to 9:30 P.M .. for an 
informal social and crafts session. Please contact David Steven 
Rappoport for more information and meeting locations at (207) 773-
1209 or by e-mail at 102343.724@compuserve.com. Bring your lat-
est project and come join us! 
Intenational Library of 
Fantous Poets 
Poems Sought 
Write a poem and win the $1,000 grand prize! The International Library of 
Famous Poets is sponsoring a free poetry contest, boasting 28 prizes and is open 
to everyone. There is no entry fee, and nothing to buy. 
To enter, send a poem on any subject and any style, 21 lines or less, to: Free 
Poetry contest, 421 N. Rodeo Dr., Suite 15-544, Beverly Hills, CA 90210. Or 
. enter on-line at www.famouspoets.com. 
'This is our big contest or the year," says Poetry Director Dr. Richard Hun-
tington. 'We trust our prizes will encourage new poets to share their talent. We 
delight in discovering new poets!" 
Toe deadline for entering is November 25, 1997. A winner's list will be sent 
to all entrants on or before January 31 , 1998. 
Midway through ''VictorNictoria," 
Toddy encounters an abusive bi male ex-
lover whom he wittily identifies as ''the 
world-famous trapeze artist." It's a 
clever line since bisexuals, like trapezes, 
seem to "swing both ways." But the im-
age of the bisexual who callously mis-
treats a same-gender lover, whether 
physically or emotionally, is the only im-
age many people have of ALL bi's. I in-
clude myself, circa 1995. 
Knowing the stereotype but not the 
reality helped keep me in the closet Why 
come out to queer communities only to 
be a pariah? Stereotypes about bisexu-
ality range from the laughable to the 
painful to the dangerous. Last month 
we talked about what bisexuality is; this 
time while Bobbi's away I'll discuss what 
it's not. 
Bisexuality is different from clos-
eting. Some bi's are in the closet, others 
are visibly out 1be married man who 
conceals a "double life" and the Lesbian 
Until Graduation do exist, but they don't 
tell the whole story. Many bi's declare 
I don't know about you, but, per-
sonally, I am getting right tired of this 
non-stop assault on cigarette smokers. 
Just a few days ago, the state levied yet 
another hefty tax on tobacco products, 
witt;i the stated hope of reducing teen 
smoking. Sure, no kid should be light-
ing up, but I for one am far more wor-
ried about kids who drink than kids who 
smoke. Considering that too many adults 
cannot handle their alcohol and thus be-
have like complete idiots, I fairly quake 
with fear at the notion of those tossed by 
the maelstrom of adolescent angst swill-
ing any amount of Mr. Barleycorn's 
Bathtub Special. Yet, the Chemical Po-
lice are too busy burning their spotlights 
in to the eyes of Maine's tobacco users. 
Smokers are special among the pariahs 
in modern American culture. 
I still don't understand what the big 
deal is. Yeah, yeah, second-hand smoke, 
blah, blah, blah; it smells bad, it tastes 
worse; it promotes cancer, heart disease 
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Bi Space: Bi 101, Part 2 
by Bobbi Keppel and Pete Chvany 
their multiple attractions and desires 
openly. 
Despite those multiple desires, bi-
sexuality is not the same thing as 
nonmonogamy (a.k.a. "polyamory"). 
And vice versa. All bisexuals do not 
require simultaneous relationships with 
each gender for fulfillment. For mo-
nogamous bisexuals, bisexuality can 
mean a history of involvement with both 
genders, or the potential for future in-
volvement with a person of another 
gender. 
Monogamous bisexuals can be 
as satisfied, happy, and committed as 
other monogamous people. 
Polyamorous bisexuals may be openly 
involved with multiple partners of the 
* same* gender. And there are 
nonmonogamous straight people, 
nonmonogamous gay men, and 
nonmonogamous lesbians as well. · 
Bi men do not spread HIV to 
straight women. Bi women do not 
spread HIV to lesbians. Unsafe sex be-
tween bisexuals and other people "can" 
spread HIV, but so can "any'' unsafe sex. 
The idea of risk "groups" is a dangerous 
fantasy which should be replaced by a 
focus on risky behaviors. There is no evi-
dence that bisexuals behave more or less 
unsafely than other groups. 
There is likewise no evidence that 
bisexuals leave their lovers more often 
than other people, or that they regularly 
dump one gender for another. Being 
dumped is painful, whatever the orienta-
tion of the people involved. A bisexual 
might leave a woman for another-woman, 
or a man for another man. But a bisexual 
often stays. 
Bisexuality is not necessarily a 
"phase" on the way to homosexuality. 
Some DO identify as bisexual when first 
opening up to their exclusively same-gen-
der desires. Others identify as bisexual 
for life. And some identify as bisexual 
while transitioning from a gay or lesbian 
identity to a straight one. 
Bisexuals do not necessarily have 
equal feelings for both genders. Some 
bisexuals have stronger attractions for 
Cranky Observations 
By: C.M. Brennan 
and othern~ty ailments. The big buga-
boo is that folks are tired of paying for 
smokers' medical care. Iwonderwhen 
the same folks might get tired of pay-
ing for drinkers' medical care; the sala-
ries of the emergency workers who 
scrape drunks off the road; or accept-
ing other hidden costs of excessive al-
cohol consumption: increased insur-
ance rates, child abuse and neglect, 
domestic violence, divorce, STDs, stu-
pid commercials during football games. 
Oh, the horror! 
Frequently, I hear people say that 
they find smoking 'objectionable be-
cause it affects people around the 
smoker. Been in a bar recently? 
Whether you like it or not, if you 're in 
the vicinity of a lit cigarette, you will 
encounter smoke and all that it entails. 
If you' re in the vicinity of a lit person, 
however, you can't just snuff him/her 
out and be done with it. If given the 
option of walking through a smoky 
room or being barfed on by a drunk, I'll 
take the walk any day. If one smokes to 
excess, one can still pile in the car and 
drive home. If one drinks to excess, gen-
erally one piles the car into something 
else. I have yet to hear of anyone having 
the bank foreclose on their mortgage, em-
bezzle from their employer, or be arrested 
for behavior stemming from smoking too 
many cigarettes: "Whoohoo! I just 
smoked a pack of Salems! ! Feelin' 
goooood! Hey, let's go taunt the horsey 
police in the Old Port!" Yeah. Right. 
Sure. 
If citizens are oh-so-concerned 
about the rising costs of other people's 
health care draining their wallets, how 
long will it be before they muster up a 
corps of Cholesterol Police? Half of 
Congress would be put on house arrest 
and subjected to 24-hour a ~y repro-
gramming with Rikki Lake and Richard 
Simmons fitness tapes. Maine already 
has a Snack Tax. With statistics report-
men, some for women. Some consider 
gender irrelevant, or find it relevant with-
out having a strong preference. None of 
this is "indecision" or "sitting on the 
f~nce." 
Bisexuals do not necessarily hide 
behind "heterosexual privilege." 1\vo bi 
_women together are just as likely to en-
counter hate speech or violence as two 
lesbians. Some bisexuals involved with 
an opposite-gender partner choose not 
to marry to express their solidarity with 
other queer folk. 
Many married bisexuals are at the 
forefront of the struggle for same-gen-
der marriage. And like other 
nonmonogamous folk of every orienta-
tion, polyamorous bisexuals are allowed 
only ONE sanctioned, opposite-gender 
partnership. 
Finally, bisexuals will not desert 
queer struggles en masse "when the go-
ing gets tough." Some may hide, but 
others have been with us since before 
Stonewall. We're here, we're queer. You 
know the rest! 
ing that America's kids are terribly out 
of shape, legislation will be enacted rais~ 
ing the age of Doritos consumption to 
18. Fettucine Alfredo will be outlawed 
as a public menace, ice cream regulated 
as a controlled substance. Before long, 
you'll need medical clearance to order 
out for pizza. · 
At what price freedom? Seems to 
me all this hue and cry over tobacco is 
little more than a smoke screen for graver 
ills plaguing the nation in the last gasp 
of the twentieth century. Far more needs 
to be done in terms of simple human 
rights before engaging in secondary dis-
cussions of a right to smoke, or drink, 
or eat nachos, or drive Mazdas. Raise 
taxes and increase the cost of cigarettes? 
Fine, I'll buy 'em anyway, but I still be-
lieve that it is ~ier to scapegoat a so-
cial behavior than it is to take a long, 
hard look at social ills and work to cor-




Rant:- ''A Moral Issue'' 
The people organizing a state-
wide referendum to nullify the 
legislature's recently-passed gay civil 
rights law have promised to keep the 
debate civil. They have also promised 
to make morality the central issue in 
their campaign. How you can do both 
at the same time is beyond me. 
A debate that asserts the funda-
mental immorality of my basic nature 
is intrinsically uncivil. If the referen-
dum were about black rights, rather 
than gay rights, the idiocy of the whole 
thing would be obvious. But, because 
of the clever perpetuation of two fal-
lacies, this issue has been kept in the 
public arena as a legitimate argument. 
The first fallacy is that sexual 
Dear Editor, 
Just a few years ago a certain 
"Special Interest" Group summoned 
Maine Citizens to the Polls in order 
to decide an issue of biased based Dis-
crimination in our State. The Voters 
responded, cast their Ballots, and said 
"No. Maine won't discriminate!" 
Our Legislature heard our Citi-
zens Loud and Clear. The Lawmak-
ers of our State began to work, in 
emest, to pass a Law reflective of our 
Maine Citizens wishes. Our Lawmak-
ers passed a Law which accurately 
echoed these wishes and, our Gover-
nor, signed this bill into Law. 
Now this "Special Interest" 
Group seeks to reverse the power of 
the Maine People, because they don't 
like the way we voted. This group will 
now waste the tax dollars of our State, 
Dear CPR Reporter 
Even with the passages of added pro-
tection fo\D' Gays and Lesbians- I DO Naf 
FEEL Free. This Jack of feeling is true for 
two reasons one personal and the other 
became I have had a deeper experience with 
the Legal system, which will ostensively 
ENFORCE these New Gained Righted 
I am a Financially deprived Female 
Gay. This med to be called a monetary 
poor lesbian. I and a few thousand like me 
in Maine are discriminated against upon 
two fronts. 
First, the Religious Middle classes, 
decided I was and Still to this day, claim I 
am UNFIT to help the homeless. So the 
Shelter I founded Oosed for lack of funds. 
The transitional 24 hours each day shelter 
Housed Gays and Lesbians who were 
homeless. 
Only being poor, the extended com-
munities economic terror, failed. I placed 
my own limited income toward keeping a 
Hotline operating. Only Its not ENOUGH 
any the Public Does Not donate ENOUGH 
to cover 1/7 of this Nonprofit founded by a 
Lesbian, with meager (l)Cl'llting costs. 
The Statewide/National Hotline in-
by David Cook 
orientation is a choice. I've been aware 
of my sexual orientation since I was ten 
years old and countless revelations from 
gay men and lesbians lead to the inevi-
table conclusion that sexual orientation is 
fixed at an early age. The only "choice" 
is whether to follow your true nature or to 
spend a life in the misery of repression. 
That's about as much of a "choice" as de-
ciding whether to breathe or to die of as-
phyxiation! 
The second fallacy is that banning 
discrimination on the basis of sexual ori-
entation is to award "special rights" to 
members of sexual· minorities. This argu-
ment could just as well be used to defend 
hanging blacks from trees or putting Jews 
in ovens, since to refrain from doing so 
-CPR Mailbag 
again, to decide a matter which has al-
ready been decided, Constitutionally, by 
our Citizens. 
They have forfed us to spend, in 
every Town of the State of Maine, Thou-
sands of dollars each to hold this 
"Seperate" election. Why? 
Wasn't the Vote of Maine Citizens 
good enough for them? Wasn't the reflec-
tive work of our Elected Lawmakers good 
enough for them? Wasn't the actions of 
our Elected Governor good enough for 
them? 
The Citizens of Maine have already 
decided this matter. The Lawmakers of 
Maine have already decided this matter. 
The Governor of Maine has already de-
cided this matter. Companies, Corpora-
tions, Colleges, and others have already 
decided this matter and have placed this 
anti discrimination practice into effect. 
for~ the public how to stand up for them-
selves and avoid displacement. As long as the 
Hotline operates I am Free to be a human-Be-
ing of self-determination, free to choose my 
own work, to listen to my own calling. 
By placing my limited funds to fighting 
homelessness, not only do I give up any chance 
of having a personal life with a relationship, 
or a vacation, the gay community says's NEI-
TIIER MYSELF as a celebrate Lesbian, nor 
my work IS GAY ENOUGH for their fman-
cial support. A law giving Gay people the right 
to choose their occupation means to work at 
B\D'ger Kings or some other Existing Jobs to 
the Gay Community. 
Trying to assert my rights as a poor per-
son, I became a scholar of the law. Only to 
find while I better understood the law, Maine 
judges ruled they DISllKED the Maine Civil 
Rights Acts So Twisted and IGNORED ANY 
CASE BROUGHf UNDER SUCH. 
The Maine Civil Rights Act was sup-
pose to Allow action for violation of human 
rights against anyone whether governmental 
actor or a private citizen. It was Suppose to 
EXTEND protection against- abuse against 
private citizens in Maine non existed on the 
law books before 1989 
would be to grant them "special rights." 
The legitimation of these two falla-
cies is central to the case against gay civil 
rights and the people bringing this latest 
anti-civil-rights referendum have had 
plenty of practice in hammering these lies 
into the public consciousness. Having 
learned a lesson from our national politi-
cians, they know that if you keep saying 
the same thing over and over again - no 
matter how absurd it is-people will start 
to believe you. 
It therefore behooves all of us to 
keep drawing attention to the central fal-
lacies upon which their campaign is based 
and, in so doing, to resist the legitimiza-
tion of bigotry that is their true objective. 
Mainers through out history have 
always fought against 
discrimination.Three years ago our State, 
historically, voted the concience of our 
People, again, by defeating discrimina-
tion. So why are we, again, going to the 
Polls? 
. The Maine Citizens will go to the 
Polls, again, and affirm their previous 
votes again, and set the law into motion 
again, and finally end this matter again. 
But, will we, once again, be called to the 
Polls in another two years? Will the "Spe-
cial Interest" Group, once again, try to 
Veto our decision? How many times will 
Maine Citizens have to repeat themselves? 
When wi~ this "Special Interest" Group 
listen to the Maine Citizens and let it all 
end? At what cost, will theyiet it all end? 
When, will they let it all end? 
Lori (Brunswick.ME) 
Judges made the law disappear by re-
fusing to enforce It. Only When Action was 
brought against private persons the courts 
ruled the Act was designed to protect against 
the government. When brought against the 
government the court ruled it was intended 
against non-governmental parties. In effect 
the state judicial system nullified a law it did 
not agree with. Maine and the American Civil 
Liberties Union Claim they are too short staffed 
to take on the case. 
Only Gays standing together will pre-
vent judges from refusing to implement our 
Civil Rights. Will we have the means the back 
bone to defend ourselves? If not enforced this 
gay rights does not make us free. 
Anyone who is interested in Enforcing 
laws on Maine books give me a call at 1800-
438-3890 if you cannot afford the phone call 
and sprint has not disconnected us again. or 
453-2986, collect if you cannot afford it. 
If you want to contribute to standing up 
against oppression; contact Freedom Fighters 
Hospitality House Inc. P.o. Box 62 Hinckley 
ME 04944. 
Jan (Hinckley, ME) 
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Civil Rights Move01ent 
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force: Opinion Editorial 
WASHINGTON, DC 
Mediacracy is a monthly column 
that analyzes and discusses the re-
porting of gay-related news stories 
in the national media. The column is 
written by Mark F. Johnson, Media 
Director for the National Gay and 
Lesbian Task Force. 
Civil Rights and Wrongs 
I was a young kid during the 
late 1960's and early 1970's when 
the greatest social change that this 
countcy has known in the 20th cen-
tucy, the civil rights movement, was 
underway. Black Americans (as we 
wanted to be called then) were qui-
etly and steadily demanding equal 
rights and equal access to all that the 
proverbial American Dr..eam prom-
ised. . 
Perhaps all those civil rights 
marchers didn't realize it then, but 
through those peaceful protests and 
dogged demands for social change, 
Blacks were writing the handbook 
for the human rights movement. 
Now, thirty years and many 
scuff marks later, the tried and true 
handbook is still being used. Today, 
gay, lesbian, bisexual and 
transgendered people are proudly 
and determinedly asking for justice, 
equal treatment and equal opportu-
nity. When telling the stocy of ho-
mophobia and discrimination, mem-
bers of the community often com-
pare the GLBT struggle for human 
rights to that of the ( on-going) Afri-
can-American quest. 
Gay people still hope to follow 
in the footsteps of African -Ameri-
cans who have begun the uphill climb 
to the mountain top that Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jt spoke of in his "I 
Have A Dream" speech. But there 
are many Black people who have 
paved the way who don't particu-
larly want gays and lesbians to walk 
in their tracks, even though there 
were gay and lesbian pavers. 
Alveda King, niece ofDt King 
· is one of these people. According to 
her, gays and lesbians as a group 
have never suffered the kinds of in-
dignities that Black people have and 
therefore any demands they make on 
American society only demean the 
struggle that her uncle and count-
less others died for in order to 
ac~eve basic equality for Black 
people. Skin color is an immutable 
characteristic, she argues. 
However, to her and many oth-
ers in the religious right movement, 
homosexuality is not. Gays, lesbians, 
bisexuals and transgenders can 
change their sexual orientation, they 
imply and thus, are unworthy of pro-
tection. She and others who spew 
this rhetoric have angered many gays 
and lesbians who feel that because 
of their sexuality, they know the 
sting of discrimination as much as 
anyone else. And many gays and les-
bians have angered those who see 
the civil rights struggle as unique to 
Black people and who resent GLBT 
people comparing themselves to 
Rosa Parks. 
As an African-American gay 
man, I often find there is no wclcom-
ing place for me in either camp. Yet, 
I see myself as sort of a mediator or 
diplomat although my services of-
ten are not desired anywhere. To 
Blacks I am often seen as "Gayt and 
therefore not a part of the family. 
"It's Not Natural," say the Winans 
sisters. To many in the predominate 
Gay community, I am often just an-
other Black man, and they have dif-
ficulty identifying with me. 
Despite this persona nongrata 
status, I understand how both sides 
feel. What Black people have gone 
through (and too often continue to 
go through) in this country is like a 
migraine. You have to have experi-
·enced it for yourself to know how it 
feels. 
To put it simply, white gay 
people do not know what it is like 
to be Black! Making that claim, no 
matter how well-intentioned, is gen-
erally not the way to begin a dia-
logue with African-Americans on 
the sting of discrimination. Let's face 
it, being white in America brings 
with it certain privileges, access and 
opportunities. People of color know 
this, just like women know that there 
are certain opportunities that derive 
to those born male. For whites to 
gloss over this reality or to dismiss 
it only creates anger and resentment 
on the part of people of color. 
But African-Americans do not 
hold the franchise on discrimination 
either. Other people in our society, 
of different races, classes and 
ethnicities, know what discrimina-
tion feels like. Who should better un-
derstand this than those who have 
been taxgets oflong-standing, severe 
discrimination like African-Ameri-
cans? 
This is why I Was.so surprised 
that Black Entertainment Televisim1 
(BET) had considered keeping Na-
tional Black Lesbian and Gay Lead-
ership Forum Executive Director 
Keith Boykin out of the studio on 
the night that they interviewed the 
Winans sisters about the controversy 
surrounding their song. Acoording 
to Boykin, be was the first oonfirmed 
guest for the. BET news program, 
even before Angie and Debbie 
Winans. But, he says, when the 
Winans learned that he would be 
on the show, they threatened not 
to appear and he was then dis-in-
vited. 
After Boykin protested the 
BET decision, the cable network fi-
nally allowed him to come OQ. the 
program. And thus, the show en-
titled, ''Homosexuality and Moral-
ity" actually had a gay person on 
the panel. It was unfathomable that 
BET or any studio would pull the 
plug on someone from the GLBT 
co~unity to satisfy the homopho-
bic requests of performers that 
hardly anyone had ever heard of 
before the controversy. For a 
minute there, BET had dismissed 
any notion of a balanced discussion. 
That's a scacy thought for a media 
outlet that reaches millions of view-
ers . . 
Although the African-Ameri-
can community has led the way for 
civil and human rights struggles in 
this countcy, there is clearly still a 
tenuous relationship with GLBT 
brothers and sisters who were" an 
integral part of those struggles. 
Bayard Rustin, a Black gay man, 
organized the 1963 March on 
Washi~gton. He was out 34 years 
ago. 
The fact that other people can 
know the sting of discrimination 
does not diminish my experience as 
a Black man. If anything, it vindi-
cates that aspect of me. If a white 
gay man has faced some hatred 
shouldn't the experience open his 
heart and ears to similar messages? 
He still won't know what its like 
to be Black, or a woman. But he'll 
be a white guy who knows what its 
. like to be disempowered. Instead 
of trying to out-victim.each other, 
we should spend the time actually 
listening to each other's stories. 
I regard the civil _rights 
struggle as a road map for people 
who want to get to a better place. 
Thirty years ago, Black people 
were at the starting point of the 
journey. We are still traveling to-
ward the destination of full equal-
ity and equal opportunity. 
Right now, members of the 
GLBT community also are oontinu-
ing a voyage begun in 1969. The 
route has not changed and its still a 
bumpy road ahead full of many de-
tours. But much of the way has al-
ready been paved and smoothed out 
for future travelers. And there's. 
plenty of room on the road. 
---
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View Front the Chair - Maine State De01ocratic Party 
I want to devote this week's col-
umn to reproducing an exchange of 
letters between myself and Michael 
Heath, the leader of the campaign to 
overturn this year's important civil 
rights bill, "An Act To Prevent Dis-
crimination". The two letters are re-
produced here in full; they are self-
explanatory. 
"THE CHRISTIAN CIVIC 
LEAGUE OF MAINE Bringing a 
Biblical Perspective to the Dialogue 
OverpublicPolicy "October 8, 1997 
"Mr Christopher Hall, chair Maine 
Democratic Party Augusta, ME 
Dear Mr Hall: 
"In a recent "Message from the 
Chair'' you addressed the issue of gay 
rights. I want to offer a brief response 
to this press release in which you de-
scribe us as "well-organized hate-
mongers" who want to "impose our 
warped views on any segment of the 
community we choose to target." You 
also call us homophobic, prejudiced, 
misguided and powerful. 
"While your adjectives and char-
acterizations are certainly clorful, they 
are not accurate. They do serve to 
popularire a stereotype, however, of 
groups and individuals 'who fell dif-
ferently than you and your party feel 
.about providing special anti-discrimi-
nation protections to people based on 
their sexual practices. 
"I am at a loss to understand 
your attack on us as "homophobic." 
I have used religious imagery and lan-
guage to express my observations 
about public policy decisions that in-
volve human sexuality. I am not, how-
ever, aware of being afraid of people 
who are open about their sexual prac-, 
tices. I also strive not to practice 
prejudice. 
''With respect to your descrip-
tion of us as powerful I must offer 
the following observation. I have no _ 
interest in political power or human 
power. I do have an interest in acting 
on my convictions. Convictions that 
are consistent with the Bible's de-
scription of right and wrong. Convic-
tions that are not inconsistent with the 
democratic procedures of this coun-· 
try. 
"Mr. Hall, we have not done 
anything that deserves such a vicious 
response. We have merely exercised 
our right to discagree with your view 
of the relationship between law and 
human sexuality. You have every right 
to say what you have said and believe 
what you believe. Your .efforts, and 
the efforts of your party, to act on 
your convictions are praiseworthy. 
''We will continue to present our 
view of this whole matter just as we 
have for the past couple of decades 
and the voters will make a decision 
at the polls in a few months. While 
we may disagree with their decision, 
we will respect it nonetheless. 
''We are thankful for the many · 
positive contributions that the 
Democratic Party has made to the 
common good in Maine. Prayerfully, 
we will disciver many opportunities 
to collaborate on good works in 
coming months and years. 
''Thank you for your consider-
ation. 
"Sincerely, 
"Michael Heath Executive Di-
rector. 
they are not automatically entitled to tion defends discrimination as a 
the same equal protection of the law "Christian" position. 
as all other Americans. To claim that ''Like your own ancestors, I am 
persons should not be protected from an immigrant to Maine from England, 
discrimination on grounds of sexual who came here not in search of 
orientation, while not - I infer from wealth - this is the wrong place for 
the silence - opposing protection on that! - but in search of a just, toler-
otber grounds, sends a very clear ant, democratic society of equal op- · 
message that you believe it is indeed portunity for all. I find it sad that 
legitimate and right to discriminate Maine, along with some of the less 
precisely on the grounds of sexual tolerant and more divided states in 
orientation. the American deep south and west, 
"I take y~u at your word in say- contains people who still find it within 
ing that you strive not to practice themselves to bate people who are 
prejudice. Moreover I am certain that different from them. 
"MAINE . DEMOCRATIC youdonotpersonallybelievetbeold While my native England, like 
PARTY lie that a homosexual orientation is every other developed democracy, 
"Mr Michael Heath Executive somehow willfully chosen, as though · leaves behind discrimination against 
DirectorTheCbristianCivicLeague around a tenth of people in every gay people as a shameful Victorian 
of Maine P.O. Box· 5459 Augusta, society known in history had con- aberration, in Maine a sizable minor- . 
ME spired to choose a pattern ofbehav- ity of people are still tolerating and 
''Dear Mr Heath, ior. I therefore find a strange moral indeed promoting hatred against 
''Thank you for your courteous blindness in your taking a position gays. I use the word ''hatred" with 
letter of October 8th, which I re- that defines one group in society - care, having already heard words like 
ceived yesterday, and which deserves and a group that does indeed suffer "abomination", ''vice", and "deviant" 
an equally clear and thoughtful re- from prejudice and worse - as not used on talk radio and in letters to 
sponse. beirig entitled to equal treatment. newspapers in this campaign. 
"The language of the Act your Whatever one's views on homo- "I hope and pray that the Chris-
group seeks to recall, L.D. 1116 sexuality, it is clear to persons with- tian Civic League will attemptto con-
(Public Laws of Maine, 1997,chap- out a moral or ideological position duct this campaign in the civil tone 
ter 205, An Act to Prevent Discrimi- on the issue, such as the staff of the reflected in your letter. I recognize 
nation), is as clear as language can Attorney General's office, that acts that you cannot control the language 
be. It adds the words "sexual orien- of discrimination do indeed fre- of your supporters any more than can 
tation" to the list of characteristics quently take place in Maine against the Democratic Party. But I urge you 
of persons that may not be used as gay and lesbian Mainers. These in- to consider the demons that you are 
grounds to discriminate against them · elude not only the forms of civil dis- playing with. Lending a respectable 
in employment, housing, access to crimination outlawed under the new and moderate tone to a position that 
public accommodations, or exten- Act, but also acts ranging from petty endorses discrimination may be good 
sion of credit. That list of character- insults and humiliations (which can politics. Lending the name Christian, 
istics therefore now includes: "... only be effectively outlawed by good and the appearance of religious sanc-
race, color, ~ex, sexual orientation, manners and public disgust) to at- tion, to a campaign that embraces 
physical or mental disability, religior., tacks of despicable physical violence hatred would be evil. 
ancestry or national origin .... " which are of course already fully "Though I do nor expect either 
"This statute cannot be read by prosecuted by the law. I hope you will of us will convert the other, I am 
any court or lawyer, or indeed any agree that there are wrongs commit- grateful for the chance to exchange 
person reading the plain text of the ted daily in Maine solely because of views civilly, and I look forward to a 
law, as conferring a special status on the fact ( or the appearance) of the chance to talk as we bump into each 
any person. I, for one, have a race, a victims being gay or lesbian. other around Augusta in the future. 
color, a sex, a sexual orientation, a "As long as acts of discrimina- I also thank you for your observa-
religion, an ancestry, a (foreign) na- tion take place, political leaders have tion that the Christian Civic League 
tional origin, and my wife often ques- a duty to legislate and to speak out will respect the decision of the vot-
tions my physical and mental ability. . against it. But may I add a note as a ers this time. Many Democrats are 
I imagine you are in a similar posi- Christian, rather than as a politically con~med that your campaign shows 
tion. Neither ofus wishes to be dis- active person? I also believe, as an that the decision not.to discriminate 
criminated against for, for example, Episcopalian and as an active sup- against gay and lesbian Mainers, 
being white, male, or Christian; but porter of the Maine Council of taken by Maine voters in 1995, has 
we do not claim "special rights" in Churches, that religious and other not been respected. 
asserting our immunity from dis- moral leaders, Christian and non- ''Thank you for your consider-
crimination on such grounds. Sadly, Christian, have a duty similar to that ation. 
you have already made your case of politicians, tohelprightaclearand "Yours sincerely, 
using the language of "special present wtiong. "ChristopherHallChairMaine 
rights", the same phrast} used two Those Maine denominations, Democratic State Committee. 
years ago in .the previous campaign churches, clergy and laity supporting For all your days prepare, And 
against local rights ordinances. In the Religious Coalition Against Dis- meet them ever alike: When you are 
your letter, you use the phrase "pl'Q- crimination follow the Christian doc- the anvil, bear; When you are the 
viding special anti-discrimination trineoflovingone'sneighborasone- hammer, strike ........... Edwin · 
protections to people based on their self, and they recognize that the an- Markham 
sexual preferences." swer to the question "who is my View From the Chair is re-
"By attempting to define the neighbor?" must include those whom printed from the Maine State Demo-
rights of gay people as "special", society scorns and reviles. It there- cratic web page. 
unlike the rights of all other people, fore troubles me personally, rather 
you convey the clear message that than politically, that your organiza-
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A New Church, A New Pastor, A New Way to Live 
by Rev. Cindy Solomon 
Greetings from Circle of Hope Met-
ropolitan Community Church and Rev. 
Cindy Solomon, the new Pastor! The 
Community Pride Reporter has graciously 
given us this space to let you know what 
is going on in Portland's newest affirm-
ing Church! 
Metropolitan Community Church is 
a member of the Universal Fellowship of 
Metropolitan Community Churches 
(UFMCC). UFMCC is the world's larg-
est and oldest organization meeting the 
spiritual needs of Gays and Lesbians. 
With over 42,000 members in 300 con-
gregations in 15 countries we are not just 
the church on the comer! With requests 
from 34 more countries to establish an 
MCC presence, we are not done yet, ei-
ther! 
Here in Portland, COHMCC offi-
cially became an MCC and established 
MCC leadership and bylaws this past 
month. This-'is truly a new church! It is 
also an exciting place to be! MCC offers 
affirming, positive spirituality in the 
Christian tradition. We know that God 
created each person to be uniquely 
themselves. 
One of the things that makes 
some of us unique is our sexual orien-
tation. MCC is a place for ALL people: 
Gay, straight, bisexual, transgendered, 
all ages, races, abilities, classes. Every-
one is welcome to worship here! Th.is 
is a great place to build healthy, strong 
relationships, friendships and commu-
nity. 
As a Pastor and a Christian (and 
yes, a lesbian!) One ofmy greatest joys 
is getting to share the Good News that 
God's love truly is for all people. Too 
often in the churches in which many of 
us grew up, the message was one of con-
demnation and hate. That is not who I 
believe God is and it is not what I be-
lieve Jesus' message is. I believe God 
is the ultimate in cool! People who think 
being a Christian is boring and somber 
haven't met the Jesus of the Bible! Jesus 
knew how to have fun. 
Jesus knew how to make friends 
and build relationships. He knew how 
to laugh and cry and blow off steam. 
A Dyke and her Dog 
by D. H. Keubler 
"A dyke and her dog", my friend Bernice 
once humorously remarked as I pulled up to meet 
her - my dog, Juts, sitting stately beside me in the 
passenger seat. "Oh my God", I thought, "Can it 
be true? Do I fit that all so common mold?" I put 
the thought deeply out of my mind; after all, there 
are dykes with cats, and with birds, and many other 
living creatures. As is theres straight people with 
the very same. Well, Juts died 2 years ago, having 
left Maine (against her will, I'm certain) with my 
ex-partner. I missed her a lot, and I could no longer 
listen to Ferron singing "Harmless Love" without 
bearing Juts' unfailing insistence on joining her 
with a bowl that would have knocked Ferron off of 
any stage. Yes, a dog doing a dyke tune. 
There was a lot of freedom without a dog 
(and a partner). No more poop scooping the yard, 
needing to find care when visiting doggie unfriendly 
places, rushing home to greet and feed, no more 
vet bills. NO MORE COMMITMENT. My deep-
est fear, that I was a person unable to commit, was 
confirmed and my free feet were celebrated. 
My free feet, abbh, somehow they kept 
wandering into the doggie shelters. I was '1ust look-
ing". On one such occasion, I dragged my friend 
Bobby Poulin in for a quick "look". It was the eve 
before Thanksgiving, 1995, and we were in Bangor 
putting the finishing touches on our co\DlSeling of-
fice. A dog got adopted that day - by Bobby. She 
was an ancient girl, left behind that morning; she 
was named "Lady Di". Driving home, wondering 
if Lady Di would even survive the joumey, I can 
still bear Bobby's remaik, "It wouldn't kill you to 
have something to come home to" !!! I , of course, 
offered my litany of why the commitment was siJn-
ply too big. That Thanksgiving stands out brightly 
- a great feast of food at Bobby and Kathy's, their 3 
dogs, and a visiting mouse to the oven window as 
we wei-e enjoying oor dessat. All the right ingre-
dients for a holiday, and the last Thanksgiving that 
I would share , with my friend Bobby before her 
death in AJri of Ibis past year. 
There was a tremmdous amount of sad-
ness and anticipat<xy grief when Bobby was diag-
nosed with tenninal canca-. I knew I would be los-
ing my best friend. A fri~ that accepted me, and 
loved me, for the impossible, uncommitable pei--
son that I was. She would often drag me into situ-
ations with my free feet kicking, oft times hav-
ing more failh in me than I had in myself .Jt was 
extremely difficult leaving Bobby to go home 
on those nights of her illness. As I so often did, 
I turned to the night sky for comfort and per-
spective. I imagined each person whom I have 
loved and lost to be there shining through the 
darkness. On one of those beautiful nights, I 
declared, "If I EVER get a dog, I shall name her 
Star". 
Shortly after, my free feet found them-
selves back at the animal shelter. There she was, 
OLD, and wagging her whole behind I left , as 
usual, but couldn't get this one out of my mind. 
Thenextday ,Bobby said, "DIANE, WilL YOU 
GO GET THAT DOG"!!! She bad a way with 
commands, Bobby did, so I thought, "Oh, what 
the bell, she's old, so it will be a short term com-
mitment". It was on that day that STAR came 
home. The Star that after a good bath and ex-
amination brightened up to be about 2 years old. 
But, what a wonderful dog. I'm sorry for those 
that lost her. She brought me a tremendous 
amount of comfort. It was nice to be in her com-
pany, especially on the night my best friend 
Bobby died. Bobby really liked my Star. 
"A dyke and ber dog", yes, I recalled 
that phrase recently, as I lay down beside my 
fighting Star after she was hit by a train. "Se-
vere head trauma, probably won't make it, most 
likely brain damage if she does, may not evei-
regain her sight, likely lossofmemory". llooked 
at Star and decided to bring bei- b<me, she could 
fight, or she could die, but whatevei- it was, she 
wouldn't be alone. My black ball of fur called 
for me in hei- distress; I thought she would fight. 
Fight she did, to the amazement, and exhaus.. 
tion, of us all. Two weeks latei-, she is beginning 
to regain sight; recalls eveeything in her envi-
ronment, and gives kisses as wet as evei-. She is 
beginning to shine again. 
Yes, I am a dyke with a dog. Her name 
is Star. She sleeps in my bed and eats off my 
plates. She calls forth the best in me. She showed . 
me what I am really good at: COMMITMENT. 
Thank you, Star. Thank you, Bobby. Thank you, 
beautiful night sky ... 
Most importantly, he knew how to love. 
That's what he did best. God's love isn't 
reserved for just "some" people. God 
doesn't care if you live in the "right" 
neighborhood", drive the "right" car, 
know the "right'' people, go to the "right'' 
church and always look "right" to ev-
eryone else. God doesn't care about any 
of that. God just loves you. Right where 
you are, just as you are, right now. 
The church is not an instrument to 
keep people awaY' from God - it is sup-
posed to bring people to God and God's 
love. The church doesn't always do it 
right because people are people and we 
blow it all the time. The good news is 
that God doesn't! God does it right all 
the time. 
Maybe a church has failed you in 
the past. Maybe a Pastor or priest has 
let you down or condemned you. Maybe 
those who called themselves "Christian" 
were not the loving people they were sup-
posed to be. Maybe people failed you. 
But God didn't and God won't! God is 
waiting for you to risk one more time. 
Take a risk that maybe God does love 
you. Ifyouaren'tsurenow, thenhaven't 
gotanythingtolose! 
Metropolitan Community Church 
is here to help you find the God who loves 
you just as you are; the God who gave 
the very best to prove it to you. We hope 
you'll take the risk and join us for wor-
ship and celebration! As of Sunday, No-
vember 30th our worship moves to Sun-
days at 2:00 PM. We will be meeting at 
4:00 PM Saturdays until then. Until we 
move into our own building, you can find 
us each week at 156 High Street (Cor-
ner of Deering and High - the 
Immanuel Baptist church build-
ing). We are accessible in all kinds of 
ways! Phone toll free 1-888-
COHMCC3 (in Saco/Biddeford 283-
3876). Mail: P.O. Box 1671 Portland, 
ME 04104-1671. Church email: 
cohmcc@hotmail.com. Pastor's confi-
dential email: MCCclergy@aol.com. 
Check out our web site at: http:// 
members.aol.com/Mccclergy/index.html 
Better yet, join us for worship this 
week! Until then, may peace and jus-
tice bless your lives! 
for a (ree cafa/09 
o( lesbian E 9ay +rauel guides. call /.S00,1#6Z-66SI# 
D"mron. The Firs+ name and +he Las+ Word in Gay Trauel. 
·-
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Call me strange. I think the numer-
ology of disaster is fascinat~g. Thµs, 
when the Portland Press Herald ran an 
article titled 'The Shipwrecks of Casco 
Bay," I ran for my calculator. 
For those of you who are not geo-
graphically inclined, Casco Bay is located 
The Shipwrecks of Casco Bay 
by The Number Guy 
in the southern part of the State. Port-
land and its surrounding coastal areas 
are on Casco Bay. Portland was a ma-
jor port until the end of World War Il 
and has had its fair share of shipwrecks. 
The article listed 11 wrecks and the 
available details for each. 
To analyze these disasters 
numerologically, we'll need to look at the 
names of the ships and the dates of the 
wrecks. UsethestandardmodernEnglish 
numerological system for reducing 
names (see the table below). Add the 
number value of each letter to get a total 
for the name. For our purposes here, 
we're interested in reducing all com-
. pound numbers to a single digit except 
for the following: 11, 22, 33, 44, 13, 16, 
and 19. 
Modern En lish Numerolo Conversion Table 
1 2 3 ,4 5 6 7 8 9 
T 
Usingthissystem, thenameTIIO-
MAS, for example, reduces to 5 
(2+8+6+4+1+1=2+3=5). The 
name DAVID, reduces to 22/4 
( 4+ 1 +4+9+4=22/4). 
M N 
v w 
To reduce dates, do this: add the · 
number of the unreduced month, the 
number of the unreduced day, and the 
number of the year reduced once. For 
instance,August 12, 1900wouldreduce 
RAD or SHIP DA.TB or WRBClt BRJ:BJ' SUIIIIAJlY 
0 p 
x y 
to 8 + 12 + 19 = 39 = 3. November 11, 
1811 would reduce to 11 + 11 + 11 = 
33/6. Using this date reduction system 
ensures we don't miss hidden master and 
malefic numbers·- an important element 
PBOPLB ON BOARD 
z 
when analyzing disasters). 
The names of the ships, the dates 
of the wrecks, and the salient details are 
as follows: 
-
NO. 01' DEATHS 
cnarl.•• 7/12/lBU/ struck rock 1.n dan•• focr 23 Pa•••na•r• 'D1u• crew 17 
Boh.9mian 2/22/186' Struck rock 1.n •l.ight haze 218 pa•••nger• pl.u• er .. '2 
Bel.en BU.z• 9/B/1Boi, Ran a•hor• 1.n •trong gal.• er .. of 12 11 
Au•tralia 1/28/1885 Struck rock ledcr•• in •noW8to:DR Unknown .. 1 
Anne c. llaguir• 12/24/1886 struck rock• at aoa•t er .. of 15 Rone 
Relli• BolNn 2/25/1888 Ran a•hor• er .. of 8 4 
Ma Barker 1/11/1891 struck rock• in gal• and fog Unknown Rone 
SU•an P. Thurlow 12/1'/1897 Struck rock• in a gal• Crew of 7 6 
lldward J. Lawrence 12/27/1925 Som9~ caught fir• after being 
idle in 'Dort for two Y-r• Rone Rone 
Don 6/29/1941 Bzcur•ion boat di•ap~r• in fog, 
only 14 bodi•• recovered 34 paa••ng•r• plu• crew All 
Oakley L. AleJE&Da.r 3/3/1'6'7 Bow of T••••l ~reak• iD •torm; 
And here's the numerology. Based 
on my previous experience with the nu-
merology of disasters, I would expect to 
find a high frequency of the number 8, 
malefic numbers (13, 16 and 19) and 
. crew r••cu•d er .. of 32 Rone 
commonly used master numbers (11, 22, 
33, and 44) associated with these catas-
trophes. Why these particular numbers? 
Eight is associated with Saturn, the 
planet of limitation. The malefic num-
bers are, for whatever reasons, often in-
herently disastrous. 
The master numbers - which often 
RAID OP SHJ:P RBDOCBS TO DATE OP WRECK RBDOCBS TO 
Charl•• 3 7 /12/1807 8 
Boh-1.an 4 2/22/186' 7 
Bel.en BU.z• 7 9/B/1869 5 
Au•tralia 3 1/28/1885 6 
A.nn.e· c. llaauir• 3 12/24/1886 5 
Rellie BOIMH 4 ( 13) 2/25/1888 7 
Ada Barker 7 1/11/1891 4 
SU•an P. Thurlow 9 12/14/1897 I 6 
lldward J. Lawrence 11/2 12/27/1925 11/2 
Don 6 6/29/1941 5 
Qa.iu.v- L. .... r 3 3/3/1947 9 
As you will note, the numbers I pre-- ters (7 out of 11). I believe that if we names of the ships' owners, captains, 
dieted occur in about 64% of the disas- looked further - acquire additional nu- passengers, exact locations of the 
merological information relating to the 
~ 
reflect unusual life potential and occa-
sionally significant spiritual attainment 
- contain the potential for dramatic ups 
and downs. 













wrecks, dates the ships were built, etc. -






REAL ESTATE NETWORK 
MILLETT POTVIN 
Mary Jane VanderSluis 
Office: (207) 782-8311 
Fax: (207)782-2232 
Pager: 851-3899 
155 Center Street • Auburn, Maine 0421 O 
Coastal Counseling Center, Inc. 








Day & Evening by Appointment 
Most Insurances Accepted 
Offices In York and Saco 
(207) 363-0038 
PAMELA KNOWLES LAWllASON 
Attorney at Law 
Seri•ing tl,e l,egn.l NPeds of the Gay 
cmd l.,e,ibian Conunrinity 
·6 Onk Ridge llond 





Tt·mporary slanlnt, recn1ilin£, 011fplm·,·111t·11I 
!.:__{\__!!_ !<: E I{ I' I{ O S I' I•:_ C T S I N C. 
IJ,,111,i., Untd,-- T11111 IJrm,.uard 
r,4(} C1111,:re.uSt. l'11rtfnnd, Mni11e fl41111 (21)7) 772- 14751772-11142/tt.~ 
Thomas S. Mullins 
P.O. Box 1493 
Concord, NH 03302-1-493 




Fax (603) 456-3079 
~ _Jo111, .,1, Lauri bu/fi 
J(utzHqit 
J(Utzef f~··f PticicfN 
>,\lckctf'l WotMWood 
(207) 778-9500 
TIFIED 1-soo-640-25 1+3 
€ALES 
cpQ JOFES5/0NALS 





FARMINGTON, ME 04938 
Classified 
Ads 
nity pride Reporter 
Pra1'tlly serviltt tire Lubi1111, Gay, 
Bi.re:u.,al, Trtatsgentler Ca•11n1'nity 
SublCription Porm 
Yes, I want to subscribe to the Comm.unity Pride Reponer. Subscription rate is $25.00 for 12 




Ple-,e mm checks pavable to: Conununity Pride ReporW & mail to P.O. Box 178, Saco, ME 04072 *We 
acknowledge the varying degrees to which members of our community an, out, and we respect their choice, 
prinling a retum adreSI is ever a problem. pie- let m know. 
-- ~ 
..... 
PROGRESSIVE CARDS, GIFTS + WRAP 
611 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND - 773-5547 
774-9004 Margo Dittmer 
Caal'Gn@tics 
PROFESSIONAL CAWGRAPHY 
for the Special Events in Your Life 
Hours By Appointment 
JUDITH M. WOHL 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
Serving our Community with Pride 
since 1985 
· Toll Free (800) 683-4990 
103 Exchange Street 




Fr .. half hour initial consultation 
Diane Keubler, LCSW 






Brief & Long Tenn 
Psychotherapy 
PROFESSIONALLY ORIENTED 
for Human Service Professionals 
207-774-3629 
Specializing in Same-Gender Orientation 
Awareness Education 
NtNA R. MOLLICONE, RN, BSN, MS 
236 <.Pa,, o'/.,,nu, 
<.Po,tfanJ, .:Alain, 04102-2926 
1S90£lninwtlc cf<oaJ 
P,c1f..t . .:Alain, 04211-,,os 
201-824 -2736 
\l,CTORIA ZAVASNIK, PH.D. 
lio•nsPrl Cl1n1r ;,f Profes.ucmal Coun5P/c,r 
licensed Sub.stdnce Abuse Counselor 
Families 
roOd 




Back Cove Counseling Center 
527 OCEAN AVE. 






. Norma Kraus Eule 
Lict:n~d Clinical Social Worktr 
l"'livi,lunl, Group and 
Rtlnlionsl1ip T11trapy 
10 Minot Avenue 
Auburn, Maine 04210 
('207) 7 84-8 7 4 7 
AlTORNEY AT LAW 
JANET E . MILLEY 
P.0Box6657 
PORTLAND, MAINE 04101 
AFFORDABLE LEGAL SERVICES 
ADOP'TlONS. ESTATE PLANNING, WILLS, POWERS OF ATIORNEY 
• Self-esteem 
• 1\ddid0ns 
Phone: 207 775-7465 





• L>F.-presc.i, )n 
PORTLAND 77 4·5025 985·8043 KENNEBUNK 
Richard Waitzkin, LCSW 
RAINBOW 
CIRCLE 
~ F J cIB,-ul ';;_; 
"1.ntroductlon/Dating service 
serving the G/1.,/8 community." 
Toll Free 1-888-899-RCOF(726J) 
Covering all of Greater Representing both buyers 
Portland ~ & se ... ll_er_s __ ~ 
------ ,-21... 
First Realty 
(207) 892-8555 Ext. 3004 
1800-917-2121 toll free 
Experience - Dedication - Results 
Gay Men's Counseling 
Groups & Individuals 
. Mark Anderson 
Sexuality & Relationships 
Homophobia 
Addiction & DEEP Counseling 
Recovery & Relapse 
MENS ADDICTION COUNSELING SERVICES 
535 Ocean Ave 
Portland, Maine 04103 
(207)780-9556 
